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Summary
The capability to assess and monitor the state of charge (SOC) and state of health
(SOH) of lithium-based cells is a highly demanded feature for advanced battery
management systems.
The main purpose of this thesis is to develop advanced models and methodologies
to have a real-time diagnostic of battery state. In this regard, electrical, electro-
chemical, and aging characteristics have been analyzed, in order to develop accurate
and low-computational cost models in the time and frequency domain.
In particular, a novel electrical lithium-based battery performance model with ag-
ing characteristics has been dened and validated through experimental tests. The
virtual model developed and implemented in Simulink platform has an interesting
peculiarity. Model parameters have been evaluated from experimental tests per-
formed on several end-of-life (EOL) automotive cells, at dierent SOHs. Nowadays,
there is a lack of reliable and accurate battery models to assess the applicability of
EOL batteries, giving them a second-life in stationary applications. Consequently,
the battery model developed in this work could simulate the performance of a real
second-life battery system.
Moreover, this work has been presented a set of algorithms for the estimation
of SOC, specically deployed for lithium-ferrum-phosphate (LFP) batteries. The
algorithms proposed are founded on state-observers model-based approach. Es-
pecially for LFP batteries, key factor is the introduction of a hysteresis property
inside the battery voltage model for an adequate treatment of SOC estimation er-
ror.
Finally, an innovative SOH diagnosis method for lithium-based cells is proposed.
Battery SOH can be detected by exploiting impedance measurements obtained by
fast active electrochemical impedance spectroscopy test. Key factors are the fol-
lowing: rst, the excitation on the battery has been generated by a novel electronic
prototype. This prototype is made up of cheap facilities and can perform EIS tests
with reduced time duration and low energy consumption. Second, the experimen-
tal EIS test has been shown the possibility to determine frequency points in which
the impedance measurements dramatically change due to dierent cell SOH. As a
consequence, these peculiar frequencies can be adopted as a reference for cluster
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Introduction
Nowadays, the consumption of fossil fuels and the related increment of greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions have become major challenges to environmental pollution.
Figure 1.1 shows the total GHG emissions by European countries. With the target
to reduce the GHG emissions, it's noticeable that there was a huge decrease in
Germany and in United Kingdom from 1990 to 2018, viceversa respect to Turkey
and Spain. As shown in Figure 1.2, greenhouse gas emissions in 2018 were down
by 21 % compared with 1990 levels, representing an absolute reduction of 1018
million tonnes of CO2-equivalents. This fact led to put the European Union (EU)
on track to surpass its 2020 target, which is to reduce GHG emissions by 20 % by
2020 and by 40 % by 2030 compared with 1990 [1]. Currently, there are several
solutions to reach this target. Electrical energy storage systems (ESS) may be a
key element in a successful energy transition, reducing the fossilized and enabling
the renewable supply energy systems. A variety of energy storage technologies
are currently available in the market, from the classical mechanical energy storage
(citing the most used pumped hydro storage), heat storage, chemical storage, and
nally, electrochemical storage [2]. In particular, secondary rechargeable batteries
are more considered in the automotive eld. Referring to Figure 1.3, more and
more attention from governments, industries and research institutions are focused
on alternative sustainable solutions able to reduce the emission by the transporta-
tion sector. That is the substitution of the internal combustion engine vehicles
(ICEV) with the battery electric vehicles (BEV). To ensure a minimum driving
range a large, expensive battery is required for BEVs. According to [3], battery
represents the 75% of EVs powertrain cost, which means that the adoption towards
BEVs mainly depends on the willingness to pay for the extra cost of the battery.
Secondary and rechargeable batteries belong to the family of electrochemical stor-
ages that store and release electric energy through chemical reactions.
1
2 Introduction
Figure 1.1: Total greenhouse gas emissions (including international aviation, ex-
cluding LULUCF), by country, 19902018 (million tonnes of CO2-equivalents),
source: Eurostat: European Evironmental Agency
Figure 1.2: Total greenhouse gas emissions (including international aviation, ex-
cluding LULUCF) trend, EU-27, 19902018, source: Eurostat: European Eviron-
mental Agency
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Figure 1.3: Greenhouse gas emissions, by source sector, EU-27, 1990 and 2018
(percentage of total), source: Eurostat: European Evironmental Agency
1.1 The role of lithium-ion batteries: cost, applica-
tions, future
Currently, the automotive market is still dominated by ICEV. However, the cur-
rent market and technology trends are leading to the rapid growth and diusion
of EVs and HEVs, as can be observed in Figure 1.4. According to [5], the market
share of ICEV is predicted to fall from 99% in 2015 to 68% in 2030. This evolu-
tion technology split in favor of electrication will result in an increasing demand
for automotive batteries [4]. The inexhaustible study for new battery technologies
continues to rage between research institutes, universities and the industry. Due to
high power and energy density, as shown in [7] and Figure 1.5, lithium-ion battery
(LIB) technologies have become more and more diused not only in the eld of
portable electronics [6], but also in the automotive industry. First commercial cell
was sold by Sony in 1991. The commercially available LIBs are creeping up on
their theoretical maximum energy density of around 400-600 Wh/kg [8]. As pre-
viously mentioned, exciting market potential of LIBs concerns portable electronics
and automotive eld. Moreover, an increasing BEV and HEVs demand is foreseen.
Therefore LIBs will benet from cost and performance optimizations arising from
a large scale production. According to [5] the limit of 100 dollars/kWh will be
reached in 2025-2030 for several lithium-based batteries. To overcome this limit,
the reuse of automotive LIBs after their end-of-life (EOL), giving them a second life,
has been considered one of the promising solutions to satisfy the battery demand
of various sectors. LIB is considered in EOL if its current capacity is at 85-80%
of nominal value. Despite a noticeable decrease in battery performance in EOL,
as depicted in [9], second-life batteries are still expected to be capable of storing,
delivering substantial energy and meeting the requirements of less-demanding ap-
plications, where reduced performances are still acceptable [10][11]. Hence, there
is the possibility to extend the market of LIBs, building and spreading 2nd life
battery energy storage systems (BESS) to support the renewable supply energy
systems. Moreover, car manufacturers will have the possibility to exploit the sec-
ond use option in an attempt to expand their portfolio and enter in the stationary
battery market. In cooperation with utility companies, they are launching several
pilot projects of battery second-life, and rst 2nd life BESS demonstrators are close
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to realization. For example, the 3MWh BESS demonstrator in Amsterdam Arena.
This storage system provides a more reliable and ecient energy supply and us-
age for the stadium, its visitors, neighbors and the Dutch energy grid. Combining
Eaton power conversion units and the equivalent of 148 Nissan LEAF batteries,
the energy storage system not only enables a more sustainable energy system, but
it also creates a circular economy for electric vehicle batteries. Another important
2nd life BESS demonstrator will be built in Lunen (Germany). The most notewor-
thy feature of the project is that the LSS has been built from 1000 used battery
modules from second generation "Smart for two" BEVs [12]. The summary of the
2nd life projects is presented in [13].
Figure 1.4: Evolution technology split of vehicles per type in Europe, Source: IHS
Markit.
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Figure 1.5: Comparison of specic energy and specic power, Source: Luo [7].
1.2 Lihium-ion cell chemistry
A lithium-ion cell typically comprises porous electrodes (anode and cathode), an
insulating layer (separator) and an ionically conducting solution (electrolyte).
In a real cell, both electrodes are typically electroactive materials mixed with elec-
trically conducting additives which are coated onto copper (anode) and aluminum
(cathode) current collectors. The active material of electrodes serves as a host
material in which lithium-ion particles can be intercalated from the electrolyte or
they can be extracted. Electrolyte serves as catalyst to make a battery conductive
by promoting the movement of lithium-ions (electrons are not allowed) from the
cathode to the anode, or viceversa. Considering liquid electrolyte solutions, an
electrically insulating layer, the so-called separator, is inserted between cathode
and anode. It aims to prevent a short circuit in the case that liquid electrolyte will
dry up for an abnormal condition, such as the increase of cell internal temperature.
A schematic illustration of a lithium-ion cell's functioning is depicted in Figure 1.6.
The lithium-ion particle is an alkali metal that has the highest electrochemical po-
tential (3.04V), which means that has the highest tendency to lose the only one
valence electron. When lithium particles are part of an oxide methal, they are quite
stable. Hence, the cathode material, the pole negative of battery, is composed of
oxide methal. When the battery is charged by an external supply source, the va-
lence electron of lithium particles is attracted by the supply voltage and arrives
in the battery's anode, the positive part. At the same time, lithium-ion particles
are intercalated in the anode towards the electrolyte. Battery is considered fully
charged once that all lithium-ion particles are intercalated in the anode. The anode
material is usually composed of graphite layers. It means that lithium particle is
in an unstable state while is intercalated in the anode, and tends to go back in a
stable state, hence in the cathode. Therefore, when an electrical load is connected
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in the cell, the lithium-ion particles move to the cathode towards the electrolyte,
while electrons ow towards the load, hence delivering current.
Currently, many research eorts allowed to optimize cathode and anode material in
order to increase cell energy density. In this regard, small amounts of metals with
high theoretical energy densities, such as silicon, is added in the graphite layers of
anode. This lead to increase the overall energy density [6]. An alternative for the
graphite material is the titanate-oxide [15].
Concerning the cathode, there are several solutions: the most suited cathode ma-
terial is strongly dependent on the application itself. From Battery University
website [15], several lithium-ion cathode based type are compared with respect to
the most important feature which represents a single cell:
 LCO: Cobalt-Oxide material.
 LMO: Manganese-Oxide material.
 NMC: Nickel-Manganese-Cobalt-Oxide material.
 LFP: Ferrum-phosphate-Oxide material.
 NCA: Nickel-Cobalt-Aluminum-Oxide material.
Features of dierent cathode lithium-based chemistry, which hosts the lithium-ion
particles, are depicted in Figure 1.7. Currently NCA, NMC, and LFP cathode-
base cells are the most diused as energy storage in automotive industry. Due
to the specic energy, it is expected that the adoption rate of the LFP battery is
decreasing, meantime the adoption rate of the NMC and NCA batteries, especially
NMC, is constantly increasing. By observing Figure 1.8, the adoption rate of
the NMC battery is expected to increase from 53% in 2019 to 64% in 2025 for
EVs. Despite this, currently some battery industry companies prefer the LFP
technology, which is the safest in the battery market. Always regarding the LIBs
in automotive eld, the eciency and the safety of the battery packs are the main
factors which must be fullled. Consequently, a unit electronic called Battery
Management System (BMS) is usually employed, to ensure battery safety and to
improve its performance in terms of eciency, increasing its lifetime. According to
this, the most important internal states of the battery pack have to be carefully
monitored, whose related algorithms are included inside BMS. In the next section,
an overview of specications which characterize LIB and international design, safety
and performance test are shown. Moreover, the most important battery safety and
performance indicator are shown in the next section.
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Figure 1.6: Illustration of the charge and discharge process in a lithium-ion cell.
Source: Xu [14]
Figure 1.7: LIB cathode-base feature's comparison. Source: Battery University
website (update 2019).
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Figure 1.8: Adoption rate per chemistry in EVs battery market (global).
1.3 Battery performance and safety indicators
Single lithium-ion cell is characterized by the following general specications:
 Rated capacity (Ah) is the amount of energy that can be withdrawn from
it at a particular constant current, starting from a fully charged state.
 Rate of discharge (C) also known as C-rate. It is a measure of the rate at
which a cell is discharged relative to its maximum capacity.
 Nominal Voltage (V) is the average voltage of the cell when charged.
 AC Impedance (mΩ) is the measure of battery impedance (sum of inter-
nal resistance and reactance) when battery is excited with a 1kHz-frequency
sinusoidal current.
 Energy Density (Wh/kg or Wh/dm3) is the amount of energy which
battery can store per unit of weight or volume.
 Power Density (W/kg or Wh/dm3) indicates the delivering/supplying
capability of the battery per unit of weight or volume.
 Self-discharge (% per days) is a phenomenon in cells in which internal
chemical reactions reduce the stored charge without any connection between
the external circuit. The energy loss, per days, of all cell chemistries, increases
at higher temperatures and aging.
 Operating temperature range (◦C) is the range of ambient temperature
within which a cell operate in. Depending on the cell operating condition,
this specication ranges from a minimum operating temperature to a peak
or maximum operating temperature, outside which, the cell may fail.
 Lower voltage limit for discharge (V) represents, for any normal usage,
the lowest value to discharge the cell to. This threshold voltage does not
include any discharged current specied.
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 Maximum discharge current in continuous (A or C-rate) is the max-
imum current at which the battery can be discharged continuously.
 Maximum peak discharge current (A or C-rate) is the maximum cur-
rent at which the battery can be discharged for pulses of a specied time
duration (usually 10 or 30s).
 Maximum voltage limit for charge (V) represents, for a specied charg-
ing method, the maximum voltage to charge the cell.
 Recommended charge current (A or C-rate) represents, for a specied
charging method, the continuous charge current to apply on the cell during
the constant current charging phase.
 Charging method represents the procedure to charge the cell in order to
increase the battery lifespan. The most common charging method applied for
all battery chemistries is represented by a combination of constant current
(CC, with a recommended charge current) and constant voltage charging
phase (CV). By reaching the maximum charge voltage, CV charge control
decreases continuously the current with constant voltage until the current
was not more than a specied minimum charging current value.
 Cycle life (n. of cycles) refers to how many complete charges and dis-
charges a cell can be used before it reaches the EOL. In automotive eld,
battery is considered in EOL if its rated capacity (Ah) is at 85-80% of the
nominal capacity.
 Discharge curves are represented by graphs Ah/V, they show how the cell
voltage is reduced with respect to the amount of energy that is withdrawn
from a dierent constant discharge currents or room temperatures.
 Mechanical characteristics specify the dimensions (length, width, thick-
ness), the weight and the shape of a cell.
Mechanical characteristics of a single cell are approved according to the interna-
tional standard ISO PAS 16898 (22/07/2020 withdrawal of international standard).
The ISO PAS 16898 species the shapes and dimensions for lithium-ion cells for
integration into battery packs and systems used in electrically propelled road ve-
hicles [17]. Three dierent cell designs are being developed and produced today:
cylindrical, prismatic and pouch cells (Figure 1.9). Cylindrical cells (in several
formats: 18650, 21700, 26650) have been the most used in the past, especially in
portable electronics. Their container is dense and resistant, withstanding some
inner pressure without deformation. The disadvantages of cylindrical cells are the
low capacity of a single cell. Hence the cells are assembled in series and in parallel
with a weld. This does not allow the replacement of a single cell but requires the
replacement of an entire module with more invasive and expensive interventions.
Moreover, cylindrical cells show a lower heat transport from inner cell parts to
the outside [16]. Prismatic cells are from the construction point of view similar to
cylindrical cells. Their container is dense and resistant. Usually, prismatic cells
have screw terminals, this simplies assembly and makes it easy to replace a single
cell. Moreover it's possible to develop a single cell with high capacity. Neverthe-
less, due to the container thickness, the energy density of a prismatic cell is lower
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than the other types. Pouch cells can be an important alternative to replace the
cylindrical and prismatic types, due to the higher energy density per unit of volume
and weigth. This benet is due to their very ne thick container. Nevertheless, the
container is very delicate, therefore easily damaged compared to high mechanical
pressures. Moreover the quality of the welding is an issue even after several years
of ongoing development.
Electrical characteristics of a single cell are evaluated and approved by performing
and safety testing, according to several international standards. At a worldwide
level, standardization is mainly under the competence of two institutions: the inter-
national electrotechnical commission (IEC), founded in 1906, and the international
organization for standardization (ISO), founded in 1946. Compare to IEC, which
is work on electric components and electric supply infrastructure, ISO considers
an electric vehicle, as a whole. The main LIB standards developed by these two
standards are as follow:
 ISO/NP PAS 16898: This standard focuses on electrically-propelled road
vehicles battery system design. It checks for the requirements on dimensions
for lithium-ion cells for vehicle propulsion [17].
 ISO 12405: Species test procedures for LIB packs and systems, to be used
in electrically-propelled road vehicles. ISO 12405 consists of the following
parts, under the general title "Electrically-propelled road vehicles  Test
specication for lithium-ion traction battery packs and systems":
 Part 1: High power applications (2012): This part of ISO 12405
species test procedures for LIB packs and systems. The specied test
procedures enable the user to determine the essential characteristics of
performance, reliability, and abuse of LIB packs and systems [17]. This
part was withdrawn in 2018 and replaced by ISO 12405-4.
 Part 2: High energy applications (2012): This part species the
performance tests for high energy LIB packs and systems [17]. This part
was withdrawn in 2018 and replaced by ISO 12405-4.
 Part 3: Safety performance requirements (2014): The specied
test procedures enable the user to determine the essential characteristics
of the safety performance of LIB packs and systems. This part was
withdrawn in 2019 and replaced by ISO 6469-1.
 Part 4: Performance testing (2018): This part species test proce-
dures for the basic characteristics of performance, reliability and electri-
cal functionality for the battery packs and systems for either high-power
or high-energy application. Performance testing on cell level is specied
in IEC 62660.
 ISO 6469-1: Safety specication part 1- Rechargeable energy
storage systems (2019): This part species safety requirements for
rechargeable energy storage systems of electrically propelled road vehi-
cles for the protection of persons.
 IEC62660: This standard is to specify performance testing for automobile
traction lithium-ion cells (single cell) and batteries.
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 Part 1 (2018): Performance aspects: This part of IEC 62660 spec-
ies performance and life testing of secondary lithium-ion cells used for
propulsion of electric vehicles [17].
 Part 2 (2018): Safety aspects: This part species the reliability and
abuse testing for lithium-ion cells for electric vehicle application [17].
 Part 3 (2016): Safety requirements: This part species test pro-
cedures (described in IEC 62660-2) and acceptance criteria for safety
performance of secondary lithium-ion cells, cell blocks and modules [17].
Overcited standards cover three main aspects of LIBs applied in EVs: design, per-
formance and safety aspects. Figure 1.10 illustrates the standards of batteries
with respect to these three aspects. Table 1.1 gives the general overview of the
dierent test standards which are covered by ISO 12405 and IEC 62660. Further
international organisation, such as the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) had
developed performance and safety standard test for automotive LIBs (SAEJ2929
and SAEJ2380 [17]). Finally, national bodies, as Japanese Industrial Standards
Commette (JISC), Chinese industry standards (QC/T), Indians, Korean, Ameri-
cans etc. Deep reviews of international and national testing standards of LIBs in
automotive industry are reported in [17]-[19].
Figure 1.9: Various cell designs: (a) cylindrical, (b) prismatic and (c) pouch. Source
[16].
Figure 1.10: International standards of EVs LIB.
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Standard Year Content Battery Test
Level
Energy and capacity at room temperature
Energy and capacity
Power and internal resistance
ISO 2018 Performance Battery No load SOC loss
12405-4 test pack SOC at storage
Cranking power at low temperature






IEC 2018 Performance Cell Storage test-Charge retention









Inertial load at vehicle crash
ISO 2019 Safety Battery Contact force at vehicle crash









IEC 2018 Performance Cell High temperature enedurance




Table 1.1: Various test standard covered by ISO 12405 and IEC 62660 [17]
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All safety and performance indicators are evaluated referring to the interna-
tional standards overcited in laboratory. In order to preserve the battery perfor-
mances on-board the EVs and during lifetime and enable safe and reliable operation
of the battery pack, BMS is usually employed. The BMS consists of hardware and
software for battery management including, among others, algorithms determin-
ing battery internal states, hence the safety and performance indicators. These
algorithms monitor continuously battery internal states based on current, voltage
and temperature (ambient or surface) measurements. Since batteries are complex
electrochemical devices with a distinct non-linear behavior depending on various
internal and external conditions, their monitoring is a challenging task. The most
cited internal states, not directly measurable of LIBs are the following ones:
 Capacity (Ah), internal impedance (Ω), internal temperature (◦C):
They are considered internal states because they are not directly measurables.
 State of charge (SOC, %): corresponds to the ratio between the stored
battery capacity and the nominal one.
 State of energy (SOE, %): is a straightforward description of the available
energy state of batteries [20]. SOE is the ratio between the stored battery
energy and the nominal one.
 State of life (SOL, %): considers the capacity degradation over time due to
the normal charging-discharging operating conditions, by considering modi-
cation in battery capacity or internal resistance [21].
 State of health (SOH, %): considers the battery performance degradation
over time due to unexpected events, always by considering the variation of
battery capacity or internal resistance.
 State of available power (SOAP, W)): considers the current maximum
available power of the battery, depending on battery current condition (SOC,
SOH and internal temperature).
As previously mentioned, battery internal states are estimated by current, voltage
and temperature measurements. The mathematical methods for a single battery
internal state estimation could depend by several battery internal states estimate
[22]. A typical interaction and information ow among individual methods within
of the battery monitoring system is shown in Figure 1.11. It's important to specify
that the estimation of dierent battery internal states are performed on dierent
time-scales, assuming that the evolution of state of charge shows short-time vari-
ations than SOH or SOL. By Figure 1.11, it's noticeable that all battery internal
states depend on the estimation of battery internal resistance and battery capac-
ity. A large variety of mathematical methods and algorithms for the monitoring of
battery internal states overcited are developed and presented in scientic and tech-
nical literature. Critical review and comparison of battery SOC and SOH methods
are presented in [22]-[24]. The aim of the PhD thesis consists of the development
of novel methods for monitoring battery internal states, focusing, in the rst part
on battery SOC estimation and, in the second part, on SOH estimation. A depth
review of the SOC and SOH state-of-art methods is presented in the next sec-
tion, and, by the lacks found in literature, the contribution of this PhD thesis is
presented, concluding the introduction.
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Figure 1.11: Typical block system aiming to monitor battery internal states.
1.4 Literature review
The increasing number and variety of papers available in the literature show the
raising interest about monitoring battery. Research of new methodologies to pre-
dict accurately battery states and capable in embedded systems is an attractive
challenge task.
1.4.1 SOC estimation methods
Concerning SOC estimation, there are a wide range of approaches proposed in
literature. Generally, these methods can be classied in four categories:
 Ampere-hour counting method: At the time istant t, the evaluation of
the SOC is in according to time-continuous equation (1.1), calculating the










When the maximum available capacity Cnom of battery and initial SOC is
known, and its current i can be measured precisely, equation (1.1) gives in
output an accurate calculation of the variation of the SOC. This method
requires very low computational cost and low-cost current sensors. However
it shows many drawbacks: rst, initial SOC and maximum capacity must be
known. For LIB, the battery capacity depends on the battery conditions at
the end of discharge, on the current rates during the complete discharging
process (short-time discharge history), and nally, on the temperature [25].
Finally, the measurement errors of battery current from random disturbances,
such as noise and temperature drift, are inevitable. For these reasons, this
method could be unreliable in many scenarios.
 OCV-based methods: Open circuit voltage (OCV) is the dierence of
electrical potential when battery is disconnected from any circuits. The SOC
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of battery has a direct mapping relationship with OCV. Figure 1.12 shows
an example of OCV-SOC relationship for dierent LIB chemistries. This
method requires low computational cost. However this method can be used
when EVs or HEVs are in rest phase for at least half-hour, in which battery
voltage reaches its stationary condition. Hence this method cannot be used
when EVs are driven. Then, the OCV-SOC relationship assumes a at curve
in the middle of the SOC window range for LFP batteries, as shown in Figure
1.12. Moreover, as demonstrated in [27], there is a dierence between charging
and discharging OCV-SOC curves, due to the hysteresis behavior which LFP
batteries have. Hence, it's so dicult to predict SOC based on only OCV
information, especially for LFP cathode type.
 Data-driven methods: Data-driven methods use the input-output exper-
imental data of the real dynamic system to develop a virtual model. These
methods include the application of fuzzy logic, statistical and machine learn-
ing approach, by considering battery system as a black-box model. Hence,
since these models do not require an accurate battery model, it leads to a
reduction of the computational cost of the algorithm. Nevertheless, the state
estimation accuracy of this method depends only on the experimental data
acquired on battery. An immense amount of measured data history is needed
in order to train the black box battery model. Finally, the training data
should completely cover all the possible battery operating conditions for a
good state estimation. Battery state behaviors depend on many external
factors, such as temperature, aging, current rate, etc. Hence, it's dicult
to obtain a good robustness of this method with respect to dierent mission
proles or scenarios.
 Model-based observers: The main idea of this approach is to estimate
the internal states by the battery current, voltage and temperature measure-
ments, employing a battery mathematical model. Model-based observer is
realized by battery voltage and current measurements acquired online and
by a priori knowledge of a battery model. These models will be presented
in the next chapter. Respect to data-driven methods, these methods do not
require an immense amount of measured data history for a good battery state
accuracy. The calibration and the identication of model parameters can be
carried out oine, through lab tests, or online. Since these methods require
an accurate model for a good state estimation, the main drawback is the
trade-o to obtain a high accuracy with high computational eorts.
Requiring few data to identify the model of battery, and being a closed-loop
method, model-based approach is preferred to estimate battery SOC.
Beyond the chosen battery model, which is discussed in the next chapter, it is
important to choose the state estimation criterion. Concerning non-linear mod-
els, Luenberger [28], sliding mode [29], extended [30] and unscented [31] Kalman
lter approach [33]-[37] are the most used as model-based observers in literature.
The Kalman lter belongs to the Bayesian lter's family: the state estimation is
computed by a model aected by additive noise (process noise) and by considering
observations obtained by a network of sensors aected by additive noise (measure-
ment noise). In this work additive process and measurement noises are considered
as Gaussian white noises with zero mean and appropriate covariances. Given the
last assumption, Kalman lter (KF) is the best estimator in the sense of mini-
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mum mean square error (MMSE) for state estimation of linear and time-varying
dynamic systems. However, an accurate battery model is represented by non-linear
dierential equations. Hence, several types of non-linear Kalman lters (NLKFs)
techniques will be tested and evaluated in the Chapter 3.
Figure 1.12: OCV of the investigated cells in [26].
1.4.2 SOH estimation methods
Battery SOH is a metric to evaluate the capacity fade and/or power fade after
anomalous or failure events. The capability of the battery to store energy (mea-
sured in current capacity Ah) and provide a certain power decreases over the battery
life because of aging or unexpected events. Despite the importance of battery SOH
analysis, it still does not a consensus in the literature on how the SOH should be de-
termined. One of the most common SOH parameter assessment is the comparison
of the current evaluated capacity with standard cycle with respect to the initial ca-
pacity [23]. The development of improved battery SOH monitoring methods is still
one of the main research topics in the eld of LIBs in the automotive eld. With
the possibility to have in feedback battery SOH, the electronic unit (BMS) can
dynamically regulate battery packs current in order to maintain it continuously
in safe operating conditions and prolonging its lifetime. Hence, SOH diagnostic
method should be incorporated on-board the EV, in the BMS.
Generally, dierent approaches for SOH estimation are proposed in literature and
can be classied into three categories:
 Data-driven methods: the state estimation is computed directly from
data, through a block-box model build by a training data-set. It requires
low computational eorts. However, obtaining an eective training data-set,
considering the complete operating conditions of the battery, is dicult.
 Model-based methods: the model of the system is rst derived from exper-
imental data, under lab test, or online calibrated, then the state estimation
is computed-based on the model. As previously mentioned, it does not re-
quire an immense training data-set. However, it requires high computational
eorts for state estimation.
 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) test methods: Ac-
tive EIS introduces an external excitation, in current, to the battery, by
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using a well-designed current reference. Monitoring the current input and
voltage response, the battery impedance is computed in the frequency band
interested. The main advantage of this method is that EIS provides detailed
information about the battery chemical-physical changes properties and dif-
ferent aging mechanisms [38]-[40]. However, EIS is considered an expensive,
complex, and very time-consuming method.
Model-based methods estimate the state evolution of the battery while presenting
limited physical meaning in its parameters. This mismatch between model parame-
ters and physical-chemical properties of the battery can be lled by using EIS test.
Battery SOH monitoring based on impedance information, extrapolated by EIS
test, is discussed in current research of several secondary battery types [40]-[42]
and other energy storage systems [43]-[45]. Concerning this promising method,
there is a need to investigate the correlations between impedance information,
battery SOH and aging mechanism. Moreover, it is important to investigate the
frequency range suitable for the analysis, and the implementation methods to make
it easy to use. The aging mechanism can be studied using electrical circuit equiv-
alent models, whose parameters are well identied by tting impedance data in
a dened frequency band. Usually, the Randles circuit models [46] are used to
t impedance data. Phenomena induced by cell structure and by its modication
over time include: inductive behaviors, lm formation, charge-transfer resistance
and double-layer capacitance on the electrode-electrolyte interface, and diusion
processes in the active materials of the electrodes. According to literature [47][48],
such phenomena can be investigated by adopting EIS.
Several research works in [38]-[53] conrm a monotonous increase of ohmic re-
sistance (RΩ) with battery degradation. To demonstrate the robust correlation
between RΩ and SOH, experiments are carried out at dierent battery operating
conditions: in [49][50] at dierent battery SOC, considering xed room tempera-
ture; in [51][52] at a dierent rate of discharge; nally at dierent room temperature
in [40][53]. Research work in [54] conrms a correlation between the increase of
the resistance charge transfer (RCT ) between electrodes with the aging cycles con-
sidering dierent temperature and SOC. In [55], the growth of the solid electrolyte
interphase (SEI) lm resistance (RSEI) is identied and correlated with battery
SOH. Finally, the increase of double-layer capacitance (CDL) with aging is consid-
ered in [38][40]. The set of parameters [RΩ, RCT , RSEI , CDL] denes one of the
possible congurations adopted to simulate battery impedance in frequency do-
main. More details are described and depicted in Section 2. The parameters cited
are identied by using non-linear best-tting algorithms, for example, the most
commonly used Levenberg-Marquardt method. However, these algorithms are the
high computational eorts and an accurate choice of initial parameter values. This
factor represents a drawback when algorithm is implemented in embedded systems.
Other research works propose data-driven methods for post-processing impedance
estimation. Data-driven algorithms, applied for SOH estimation, can be considered
as non-probabilistic such as articial neural networks [56], support vector machine
[57], and probabilistic method, for example by using Gaussian process regression
approach [58]. Other research works show signicant results since they determine
single frequency points in which the impedance measurements dramatically change
due to dierent cell SOH. Recent study [59] analyzes the increment of measured
100 mHz real battery impedance with aging by testing four dierent lithium bat-
tery chemistry; in [60], the 316 Hz impedance shows negligible change respect to
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battery SOC and changes dramatically during overcharge. As a consequence, these
peculiar frequencies can be adopted as a reference for cluster separation. These last
methods could be a good idea to perform a fast estimation of battery SOH-based
on EIS test. However, for the development of an original method, it is fundamen-
tal to understand how to perform impedance identication with a simple EIS test
procedure and capable for embedded systems and on-board the EV. Therefore, a
depth review of the EIS test state-of-art methods is carried out and presented in
the next section.
1.4.3 In-situ electrochemical impedance spectroscopy test
The idea is to develop an approach that allows to estimate the impedance of the
battery with acceptable accuracy by applying EIS tests. Main requirements that
must satisfy the EIS test are the following:
 Reduced EIS test time and battery energy consumption.
 Robust and reliable.
 Simplicity in hardware and software realization, then low-cost.
 Adaptable for embedded systems.
Rapid and online impedance measurements based on active EIS are proposed in
the literature in the last years. Classical EIS test consists of applying a set of
frequency-controlled sine waves, in current, to the battery under test. However,
this method requires long-time test procedures and expensive facilities. Research
works [61]-[68] propose dierent types of broadband current signal excitation for
EIS identication in a set of frequencies at the same time. By using broadband
signals, it is possible to measure a set of desired frequency with reduced test time.
One of the most popular broadband excitation signals used is the multi-sine: this
signal is a sum of sines which frequency corresponds to the desired discrete set
of frequencies measured, with random phase. The multi-sine excitation approach
oers more accurate EIS measurements [61], considering a large set of phase pat-
terns [62], and various advantages in the detection of non-linear behaviors [63].
Pseudo-random sequence (PRS) signals are attractive alternatives, due to their
low complexity, reduced test time, and good accuracy [64]-[68]. The PRS family
signals are periodic sequences that switch between two or three logic levels [64],
so they show a simple hardware implementation. More details about the two-logic
PRS, the so-called pseudo-random binary sequences (PRBS), are depicted in [65];
the EIS measurement accuracy, by comparing PRBS with other broadband signals,
has been evaluated in [66]; in [67] PRBS has been used for tracking of EIS in a
large time horizon; in [68] the PRBS has been implemented and generated by a
motor controller. Despite the multi-sine signal could provide accurate impedance
measurements, the PRBS oers a more simple hardware implementation, which is
fundamental for real-time system state monitoring.
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1.5 Contribution of the work
Nowadays, SOC estimators based on NLKF observer techniques have been well
studied by many authors in literature: recent studies, as [30][31], design SOC esti-
mators with dierent KF types. SOC estimators have been evaluated at dierent
operating conditions, like temperature [35], load C-rate current and dierent cell
chemistry [36]. In [30]-[37], authors evaluate the robustness of a few congurations
of SOC estimators, validated through experimental tests. However, there is a lack
of works which compare the performance of a wide conguration of SOC estimators
through the model-based approach, in particular KF approach.
Literature analysis shows an extensive investigation of battery SOH estimation
[9][22][23], based on active EIS test [38]-[68]. Many research studies have dened
some condition indicators, in the frequency domain, to directly quantify SOH.
Despite this, the identication of these parameters has been obtained by high com-
putational eort algorithms or with expensive facilities. Most of these studies are
limited for an application in real-time targets, making believe that EIS is a bit to
academic for a commercial application. The main contributions of this PhD thesis
are subdivided into three main aspects:
 The SOC estimation accuracy of a wide range of congurations, i.e. eight
dierent model-based observers, is evaluated: all these variants may present
changes in the Kalman Filters used (i.e. Extended or Unscented), in the bat-
tery modeling (presence of a hysteresis model or not) or in the battery model
parameters evaluation (online or oine). The comparison of these variants
has been performed in a systematic approach: SOC estimators performances
are evaluated by matching the reference, measured SOC with simulated data,
considering also additional disturbances, i.e. dierent initial condition of es-
timated SOC, additive measurements and modeling noise levels, nally by
changing also the sampling frequency [69].
 Proposed battery model, based on the 2nd-order electrical equivalent Thevenin
circuit model, is calibrated by using a laboratory test setup which is realized
in this work. Battery model chosen is well-known in literature. Nowadays,
there is a lack of investigation of the battery performances when it is after the
EOL in automotive eld. This work provides more information as possible
about battery performance after EOL, analyzing strengths and weaknesses
during charge and discharge phase. Performed activities are based on real
experimental data from testing four lithium-ion batteries of the same manu-
facturer but at dierent SOH. Finally, a battery virtual model is realized and
implemented in Matlab/Simulink [70][71].
 This work proposes a development of a novel methodology to diagnose bat-
tery SOH by fast EIS measurements [65], addressed to embedded applica-
tions. This was achieved by realizing a low cost, low energy consumption,
and low test time hardware PRBS generator [72]. A large number of ex-
perimental EIS tests are performed at four EOL cells with dierent SOHs
[73]. Impedance measurements on cells under test are extracted by per-
forming EIS tests at various SOCs and dierent excitation current ampli-
tudes. By experimental results, it's possible to obtain a reliable correlation
between SOH and impedance measurements. To achieve this, peculiar fre-
quency points, in which the impedance measurements dramatically change at
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dierent cell SOH, will be obtained. This was possible by clustering the set
of cell impedances, measured at dierent SOH, in rectangular areas dened
in Nyquist diagrams (SOH clusters) [74].
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II describes the
state-of-art battery model used in literature and novel models proposed in this
PhD thesis. Section III describes SOC estimation based on several model adaptive
Kalman lters. Section IV describes the novel method proposed for a real-time




Various battery models, previously presented in the literature, are discussed in
this chapter. The most commonly used battery models including the electrochem-
ical, data-driven and based on electrical equivalent circuit models are compared
in [75][76], focusing on their strengths and weaknesses. In this PhD thesis, par-
ticular attention is dedicated to the electrical equivalent circuit (EEC) battery
model-based. These types of models should solve trade-o between accuracy and
computational complexity in simulating electrical battery behaviors. Time-domain,
frequency-domain models and parametrization techniques are presented in the next
section. Finally, a novel automotive EOL battery model, so ready for a possible sec-
ond use, based on EEC model with aging behavior is presented and implemented in
Simulink platform. Model parameters are extracted by testing cells with dierent
aging levels obtained in controlled testing conditions.
2.1 Which battery model to use? An overview
The battery models presented in literature mainly fall into the following three main
categories:
 EEC models [9][77]
 Black box models or data-driven approach [78]-[80]
 Electrochemical models [81][84]
By using data-driven approach, battery is considered as a black-box model. Sev-
eral battery physic behaviors, such as electrical, thermal, mechanical and aging
can be represented as probabilistic models: Markov process [21], Gaussian process
[58], Hammerstain-Wiener systems [78] are proposed in literature. Otherwise, non-
probabilistic models, such as neural network [79], support vector machine [80] are
more considered. Although the data-driven approaches have good performance to
represent non-linear phenomena problems, they are easily inuenced by training
data-sets, as previously mentioned. It is important to consider that the chemical-
physical properties and performance of a battery depend on a wide variety of
external and internal factors: SOC, SOH, current C-rate, direction of current and
temperature. Hence, this approach needs a large data-set to obtain an accurate
prediction of battery state.
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Model-based approach, i.e. the knowledge of internal working structure of the pro-
cess represented by mathematical models, is a technique more and more diused
to represent battery physic behaviors. Battery can be modeled by using lumped
parameters, in particular by using EEC models, or by partial dierential equation
(PDE), building an accurate electrochemical battery model. Many EEC battery
models presented in literature does not take into account the internal phenomena
which aect battery performance and safety. In electrochemical models, lithium
concentration and its electrical potential dynamics are analysed to have an accurate
description of the physical-chemical processes of the battery. Usually, electrochem-
ical models that are used on the engineering level mostly rely on the standard New-
man's approach. In the research work [81], the anode and cathode of the cell are
represented as porous electrodes composed of numerous spherical particles, and the
spaces between particles are lled with the electrolyte, as shown in Figure 2.1. The
concentration and potential distribution of the lithium-ion in the electrolyte liquid
phase, and in the solid phase of the electrode material particles (spherical), are de-
scribed by a two-dimensional model. The mentioned model is composed of several
coupled PDEs, so as to comprehensively examine the main reaction and side reac-
tion rates inside the cell. Since the Newman's model [81] contains a large number of
PDEs, it is necessary to simplify this model from the perspective of implementation
of real time systems. Reduced-order electrochemical battery model is proposed in
[82]. Research work [83] proposes a coupled electrochemical-mechanical battery
model. Another drawback of the Newman's model consists of lack to capture some
of nanoscale phenomena. As nanoscale phenomena that indeed drive electrochem-
ical and transport phenomena as well as determine the extent of side reactions,
hotspots, shocks and fractures are not captured adequately. Hence, the evolution
of lithium concentration and distribution can only be predicted very roughly. In
OBELICS project, advanced modeling framework inspired by Newman's approach
is proposed [84]. This technique is characterized by a more consistent virtual rep-
resentation of the electrode topology. Although exist in literature scalable and
reduced electrochemical models addressed to real-time systems, a large number of
unknown variables need to be identied by using expensive facilities and specic
tests. Consequently, it is needed to simplify the model even more, considering any
boundary conditions and accept a slight decrease in terms of accuracy in the esti-
mate. Electrical lumped parameter battery models can represent a simplication
of electrochemical models.
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Figure 2.1: Electrochemical model rapresentation according to Doyle-Newman's
approach [82].
2.2 Electrical equivalent circuit (EEC) battery model
based
The EEC models are the most commonly used in real-time applications, due to their
simplied model structure and easy to be identied. EEC models use electrical
components to mimic the battery electrical, thermal and mechanical behaviors. In
literature, the EEC models can be divided into two groups:
 Integral-order models: usually used to represent battery behaviors in
time-domain.
 Fractional-order models: usually used to represent battery behaviors in
frequency-domain.
2.2.1 Integral-order EEC models
Battery model based on EEC is composed of passive elements, such as resistors,
capacitances, inductors and of active elements, such as diodes, voltage and current
generators. Depending on model accuracy and computational eorts, various EEC
battery models have been proposed in literature and are explained as follows.
Battery is a real voltage supply, hence, it could be represented by an ideal voltage
generator (OCV) in series with an ideal resistance (Rint), as shown in Figure 2.2. As
noticeable in every battery data-sheet, voltage depends on state of charge (SOC).
OCV = f(SOC) (2.1)
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Figure 2.2: Classical Thevinin's circuit representing battery voltage response with
input current.
Figure 2.3: Battery model with OCV-SOC dependence.
An example of OCV-SOC relationship is shown in Figure 1.12 for dierent lithium-
ion cell-based types. Battery SOC can be calculated by using Ampere-hour count-
ing method, referring to Eq. (2.1). Therefore, a second Thevenin circuit is proposed
and it's shown in Figure 2.3. The OCV depends on SOC value, which is repre-
sented by the voltage measured on the left circuit. This last circuit is a ction
electric network: the capacitance is not dimensionally equivalent to the real ones.
Moreover SOC variable is a dimensionless value in the range [0,100], numerically
equal to the cell's SOC itself. The OCV-SOC curve doesn't change at dierent
temperatures. Research work [33] demonstrated that there is a slight dierence
(10 mV) between OCV-SOC curves measured at room temperature range [-10,50]
◦C. On the other hand, the OCV-SOC curve changes its value with aging, as it
will be seen by the experimental test results shown in the next sections. Dur-
ing the charging phase, a cell behaves in a dierent way from the discharge, and
viceversa, along the charge and discharge curves. In [85] it is noticeable the OCV
dierence between charging and discharging curves, due to the hysteresis behav-
ior which battery has, especially for LFP cathode type. This is because diusion
of lithium-ion particles occurs dierently during charging and discharging phase.
Concerning hysteresis phenomena representation in EEC based models, two par-
allel voltage generators, one for charging and the other for discharging, are used.
To use the correct generator, two diodes are inserted in series with the generators,
so as to allow conduction only to the diode directly polarized, as shown in Figure
2.4. In this last circuit, a novel resistance Rself is inserted in parallel with volt-
age generators. Rself denotes the battery self-discharge resistance. Self-discharge
phenomena represent the battery energy loss, per days, due to internal chemical
reactions of the battery during the rest phase. In the circuit shown in Figure 2.4,
when the battery is disconnected by electrical load, a part of current ow into the
self-discharge resistance Rself , hence a part of battery SOC is proportionally lost.
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Rself is evaluated with the highest values for LIB. Hence the eects of Rself can
be normally neglected when analysing short time tests and can be observed only
when considering very long time-span.
Referring to battery models shown in Figure 2.2-2.4, the Thevenin models connect
in series a number N of parallel RC groups, describing the dynamic characteristics
of the battery. Since battery is disconnected by electric load, the voltage increases
its value similar to the charging of a capacitor (ohmic-capacitive eect). The most
common models found in literature present one RC group, as in [77][86], two RC
groups, as in [27][85], three RC groups, as in [87] and a more generic N -RC groups,
as in [88] and shown in Figure 2.5.
Increasing the number N of RC groups, it's possible to analyze and represent var-
ious dynamics of battery voltage, enhancing the model accuracy. However, given
the relatively low complexity required by automotive online control algorithms, no
more than two RC groups are adopted for most applications.
Battery model considered in 2.5 could be classied as a linear and time-invariant
(LTI) dynamic system. However, an accurate battery model should have several
non-linear properties. OCV is related with SOC by non-linear features, having
a at or linear portion in the middle of SOC window, and exponential trend at
the extreme of SOC window in lithium batteries as LFP [85], NMC [89], NCA
[90] types. Moreover, the hysteresis behavior, especially detected in LFP cell, is
represented by non-linear equations. Finally, external and internal factors, such as
temperature, SOC and aging impact on circuits elements in Figure 2.5 like OCV ,
Rint, R1, C1,...,RN , CN .
Figure 2.4: Battery model with OCV dependence with current sign (charging,
discharging phase).
Figure 2.5: Battery model represented by N -order Thevenin circuit.
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Figure 2.6: Thermal battery model based on ECC).
Considering the inuence of the battery model parameters by temperature,
some papers have dealt with the simultaneous real-time estimation of both the
battery thermal and electrical behaviors. The development of a thermo-electrical
model based on coupled ECC models is discussed in references [33][91]. Since ther-
mal and electrical dynamics represent exchanges of energy ows, battery thermal
behaviors can also be represented by using electrical circuit components. This is
possible associating the temperature dierence to the potential dierence of two
sources on a conducting body. Hence, the heat ow exchange between two sources
can be associate with the electrical current ow. An example of a lumped thermal
battery model based on ECC is represented in Figure 2.6. In [92] the equivalence
of thermal electrical and electro-mechanical is discussed. The internal core temper-
ature Tint is evaluated by the internal heat generation, which is approximated by a
concentrated source of Joule loss in the battery core. The internal heat generation
due to Joule loss is represented by an ideal current generator Qth,Jloss. Heat ex-
change dynamics between the core and the surface are modeled by heat conduction
over a thermal resistance, Rth,sur, and by thermal capacitance Cth,sur. The same
circuit is represented to simulate the heat exchange between surface and surround-
ing temperature, given the parameters Rth,env and Cth,env. Another methodology
to dene a battery thermo-electrical model is based on the use of 2-D look-up tables
[77] to be calibrated oine, which calculates battery model parameters related to
the actual SOC and surrounding temperature.
Considering the inuence of the aging behaviors on battery model parameters, it's
important to distinguish the concept of cycling aging and calendar aging of a bat-
tery. The cycling aging or cycle life is connected to the period of use of the battery
based on charging/discharging cycles. Instead, the calendar aging is linked to the
storage phase. Battery is in rest conditions and not in use, but, despite this, it suf-
fers from an irreversible loss of capacity, hence, it is subject to degradation [93]. In
this PhD thesis, focus is dedicated to the study of the performance of the battery
with cycling aging. To have a complete analysis of the aging electrical parame-
ters of the battery, it's fundamental to perform cycle life tests at dierent room
temperatures, depth of discharge (DOD), and current C-rates. Recalling the last
one operating condition, fast charging is one of the most important factors which
impact on battery degradation [94]. Based on these inuence factors, a complete
cycle life model has been developed for LFP cell [9], which is able to predict the
battery cyclability accurately. Other interesting cycle life models build for dierent
chemistries, such as LFP, NMC and NCA are represented in [21][53][59]. All the
cycle life battery models cited are evaluated considering the capacity rated in the
range of [80,100]%. Currently, there is a lack of investigation of the performances of
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the EOL batteries for a possible second use. In the next section, the rst innovative
contribution of this PhD thesis is shown: an electrical lithium-ion battery perfor-
mance model for second life applications is identied, based on experimental data,
and build in Simulink platform. The novelty of this work consists of the analysis
and the identication of an EOL battery, analysing strengths, weaknesses. After
post-processing of experimental data, it will be possible to understand if the bat-
tery could be used for less-demanding applications, such as stationary applications,
where reduced performances are still acceptable.
2.3 20 Ah NMC pouch cell (EIG) model based on
EEC with aging
In this section, EOL battery performances are analyzed in terms of energy stored
and power availability. Battery under test is a Li[NiCoMn]O2-based Cathode type
(briey called NMC) pouch cell, having a nominal capacity of 20 Ah and voltage
3.65 V [95]. A set of four EOL, or second life, NMC cells of the same manufacturer,
but at dierent SOH is considered for experimental tests. The characterization tests
considered are according to the battery standard tests described in the OBELICS
works [17][18]. These tests are the most important towards the modeling of a second
life battery model, analysis of the performances, and the aging. Characterization
tests on the batteries are performed by using a customized battery laboratory test
bench, which has been realized in this PhD activity. The scope of this section is
to provide more information as possible about battery performance after EOL. To
achieve this scope, the second life battery virtual model, with aging property, is
realized and implemented in Simulink. The battery model is based on an electrical
equivalent Thevenin circuit, in which parameters are extracted by an appropri-
ate parameter identication algorithm during the characterization tests. Hence,
this section provided a battery performance model that could be simply built in
some simulation platforms, analyzing battery second use in some less-demanding
applications.
2.3.1 Battery cell under test
As mentioned previously, the battery under test is a lithium polymer NMC-cathode
pouch cell type, having a nominal capacity of 20 Ah and 3.65V, coming from the
EIG manufacturer [95]. A picture of the battery cell under test is shown in Figure
2.7. The main mechanical and electrical characteristics of this cell are shown in
Table 2.1, while the operating conditions are shown in Table 2.2.
To build an electrical battery performance model with aging behaviors, a set of ve
EIG cells is considered. One of the ve cells is considered as at the beginning of
life (cell #0, the fresh cell). The other four cells have been cycled until they have
reached EOL (SOH<85%), and beyond. The EOL cells (#3, #4, #5, #8) were
subjected to 4 dierent cycle life tests. Tests were composed by constant-current
(CC) and, nally, constant-voltage (CV) charging current rate C/2; followed by
discharging phases, separated with rest period, at a room temperature of 35◦C. A
summary of these cycle life tests is presented in Table 2.3. Cycle life tests were
carried out in ENEA research center from 2015 to 2017. More details about these
tests are shown in [96][97] and in Figure 2.8. Afterward, the cells have not been
used for about 2 years, and have been stored in the same conditions (in a not
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thermally controlled environment). This is a good idea to analyse the realistic
eects of battery degradation due to continuous use and long period of rest.
Figure 2.7: EIG C020 lithium polymer battery cell.
Mechanical Electrical
Length 217.0 ± 1 mm Nominal voltage 3.65 V
Width 130.0 ± 1 mm Nominal capacity 20 Ah
Thickness 7.2 ± 0.2 mm Specic Energy 170 Wh/kg
Weight 426 g Energy density 360 Wh/L
Specic power (DOD 50%, Pulse 10 s) 2300 W/kg
Power density (DOD 50%, Pulse 10 s) 4600 W/L
AC impedance (1kHz) <3 mΩ
Table 2.1: Main characteristics of EIG C020 cells
Charging phase Discharging phase Temperature
Standard Charging CC/CV Lower voltage limit 3.0 V Operating temperature -30◦C/
method for discharge +55◦C
Max voltage 4.15 V Lower voltage 2.5 V Operating temperature +0◦C/
limit limit in charging phase +40◦C
Recommended C/2 Max discharging 5C Storage temperature -30◦C/
charge current current (continuous) +55◦C
Max peak 10C
discharge current
Table 2.2: Operating conditions of EIG C020 cells
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Battery n. Discharge DOD Performed number Last capacity
C-Rate of cycles estimated
#0 / / / 20.00 Ah
#3 3 80-20% 2550 15.14 Ah
#4 5 80-20% 2000 15.09 Ah
#5 1 90-10% 2400 12.91 Ah
#8 3 90-10% 1600 15.48 Ah
Table 2.3: Cycle life test performed at ENEA research center [96].
Figure 2.8: EIG C020 lithium polymer battery cell.
2.3.2 Laboratory test setup
Characterization tests on the ve cells overcited are performed by using a cus-
tomized battery laboratory test bench developed in the University of Florence.
This test bench was builded to achieve some goals of this PhD activity. A picture
and a schematic of the laboratory setup is shown in Figure 2.9 and 2.10.
The idea consists of the development a switched electronic load/feeder which per-
forms continuous charging/discharging cycles on the battery under test. This bat-
tery test bench is made up by an electronic load (Rigol DL3021) and by an elec-
tronic feeder (DSC-Electronics DP15-60H), which characteristics are summarized
in Table 2.5. The overcited instruments control the battery in current and give
to the user the possibility to programm customized charging/discharging test, for
example, driving cycle test, at minimum step time of 1 s. Charging and discharg-
ing current prole can be programmed on the Rigol and DSC by host PC using
Labview platform. Battery current, voltage, surface temperature and surround-
ing temperature are acquired by the DSPACE MicroLabBox DS1202 at dierent
sample times: 0.1 s for voltage and current acquisition and 60 s for temperature.
In particular, battery current measurement is performed by using a shunt sensor,
class 0.5 and full scale 40 A. Then, the signal measurement is processed by an
analogic circuit, essentially composed by an instrumentation amplier (INA 128).
Battery voltage measurement is performed by using the 16bit ADC of DSPACE.
The informations about voltage and sensor's accuracy are shown in 2.4.
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Parameter Symbol From Value
Shunt sensor's accuracy esh,V Data-sheet 375 uV
Shunt sensor's gain Ksh Data-sheet 1875 uV/A





INA128 oset voltage bina,V Data sheet 10 uV




(shunt coupled with INA128)
INA128 gain voltage error Gina,% Data-sheet 0.05%
DSPACE 16bit ADC oset voltage e16bit,V Data-sheet 3 mV
DSPACE 16bit ADC gain voltage error G16bit,% Data-sheet 0.15%
Table 2.4: Measurement instrument's accuracy and evaluation of impedance mea-
surement's uncertainty.
The maximum and minimum drop voltage estimation measured on nominal impedance
Rnom is approximately given by the current excitation Inom and by following equa-
tions:














it is assumed that the impedance value of battery under test is around [1,10]
m/Omega and the battery is excited with a nominal current of 10A. Drop voltage
obtained is around [10,100] mV. By using (2.2) and (2.3) impedance uncertainty is
obtained:
 1 mΩ measured at 10 A: Nominal voltage: 10 mV, max. voltage estimation
error: 13.21 mV, min. voltage estimation error: 6.77 mV, relative error:
32.0%.
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 10 mΩ measured at 10 A: Nominal voltage: 100 mV, max. voltage esti-
mation error: 105 mV, min. voltage estimation error: 95 mV, relative max.
error: 5.0%.
The DSPACE MicroLabBox control the charging/discharging phase switching the
appropriate power circuit, hence the appropriate contactors (SW60P Albright). To
guarantee a sucient power excitation, the 12 V relay module channel, interfaced
to Arduino, is employed between the DSPACE and the contactors. Further instru-
mentation mentioned is depicted in Figure 2.11. In conclusion, the DSPACE device
saves measurement data and manages the charging and discharging circuit, con-
trolled by Host PC via Ethernet, through a code developed in Simulink platform.
Figure 2.9: Laboratory test setup: picture.
Rigol DL3021 DSC Electronics DSPACE
DP15-60H MicroLabBox




Max voltage 150 V Max voltage 150 V Analog Input 8 dierential
14-bit (10 Msps)
channels
Max current 40 A Max current 60 A Analog Output 16 16-bit
(1 Msps) channels
Channels 1 Channels 1 Digital pins 48
Table 2.5: Brief description of the laboratory equipment used
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Figure 2.10: Laboratory battery test setup: schematic.
Figure 2.11: Further components which makes up the battery test bench. (a) Shunt
sensor (40A, 75 mV), (b) radial NTC thermistor, (c) Instrumentation amplier INA
128, (d) SWP60 Albright contactor, (e) 12 V relay module four channel, (f) Arduino
uno.
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2.3.3 Test methodology
The battery cells were characterized by a set of subsequent performance tests,
which aim to collect the necessary data to parametrize the battery EEC model
described in Figure 2.5. Since the cells in EOL show dierent capacity values,
every battery is excited with a dierent current amplitude. Moreover, in this part
of work the C-Rate current 1C value refers to the maximum available capacity of
the cell in the EOL state, 16 Ah, which corresponds to the 80% of SOH. This
assumption is taken because second life applications, as shown in [10]-[12], require
low discharging current performance, in order to maintain a long service time. The
following characterization tests are performed on batteries:
 Preconditioning test: The preconditioning test is made up of three full
charge/discharge cycles at xed C-rate current C/4 (i.e. 4 A), interspersed
with a pause of 1 h between discharging and charging phase. The charg-
ing phase is performed considering the CC and CV phase. A 14 h rest is
undertaken that one cycle is completed.
 Capacity test: In the capacity test, battery maximum stored capacity and
coulombic eciency are estimated. The capacity of the battery represents
one of its most important parameters. Indeed, it not only provides an indi-
cation of the battery energy stored, but its value is necessary to dene the
most important battery internal states, such as SOC and SOH. A nominal
capacity is always given by the manufacturer, however this value decreases
with aging or unexpected events. The capacity test is made up of three full
discharge/charge cycles, maintaining a charging C-Rate of C/3 (rst in CC
mode, nally in CV mode), changing the discharge C-Rate of C/2, C/3 and
C/4. This is because battery capacity extracted during discharging phase de-
pends on the discharging C-rate current imposed, as shown in every battery
datasheet. Rest time values are equals to preconditioning test.
 Pulse test: This test allows the analysis of the performance of the bat-
tery in terms of power eciency. Moreover the proper identication of the
EEC model parameters (Figure 2.5) by exciting the battery with charg-
ing/discharging current pulses. In order to have an accurate model, pulses
must be performed across the whole battery SOC range, and testing the
overcited EOL cells at dierent SOHs. Pulse test procedure is described as
following. When the battery is fully charged, it is excited by a series of
fourteen C/2 discharged current pulses, separated by 30min of rest period.
Each pulse discharges the 7% of battery capacity, until the lower threshold
voltage is reached (3.0 V). Then, after a rest of 14 h, pulse charging test is
performed, which is set as discharge pulse test, reaching the higher threshold
voltage (4.15 V) in CV mode.
The characterization tests are automatically performed by laboratory test bench
shown in Figures 2.9, 2.10, and controlled by host PC. As mentioned previously,
charging and discharging current proles are given by the DSC Electronics DP15-
60H Rigol DL3021, which are controlled by host PC using Labview sotware plat-
form. An example of the user interface created in the host PC is shown in Figure
2.12. The DSPACE MicrolabBox controls the power circuit thanks to a real time
model, which is build in Simulink R2017a (RTI-DSPACE) and then deployed to the
hardware. The test protocol real-time model is depicted in Figure 2.13. By using
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ControlDesk platform, battery tester control panel is developed, in order to choose
and customize the characterization test setup, as shown in Figure 2.14. Precon-
ditioning, capacity and pulse test are automatized test clicking on Automatic test
and setting the appropriate options. Manual test consists of switching on manually
charging or discharging power circuit by using the options in the control panel.
Figure 2.12: Framework of the battery lab test bench control panel in Labview:
(a) Main block diagram and (b) control panel; (c) Pulse test control panel and (d)
block diagram.
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Figure 2.13: Framework of the battery lab test bench control in Simulink, ready
to deploy in the DSPACE device.
Figure 2.14: Battery test bench control panel.
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2.3.4 Models parameter extraction
Battery model adopted in this work is a 2nd-order Thevenin EEC represented in
Figure 2.15.
Given an input current Ibatt, the battery voltage response is calculated by the











Vbatt = OCV − v1 − v2 −RintIbatt
(2.4)
Where v1 and v2 denote the voltage drop across the capacitors C1 and C2. As
mentioned previously, circuit parameters change their value at dierent battery
operating conditions and internal states, such as various SOC and SOH.
The SOC corresponds to the ratio of the stored battery capacity (the cumulate cur-
rent supplied/delivered by the battery) with respect to the current battery capacity
(Ccurr). This assumption is in according to Ampere-counting method (equation
(1.1.)). In this PhD thesis, SOH value is based on a comparison of the current
capacity evaluated with a standard cycle (Ccurr) with the nominal capacity at the
beginning of life (Cnom). The SOC and SOH evolutions are represented by the
following system equations:








In this section, it's depicted how to estimate the battery circuit parameters (OCV ,
Ccurr, Rint, R1, R2, C1, C2) of the models (2.4) and (2.5) by characterization tests.
In the capacity test, it's possible to evaluate battery capacity and determine the
relative SOH. An example of complete capacity test performed by the laboratory
battery test bench is shown in Figure 2.16, where, giving the appropriate current
prole, the battery voltage is observed. Considering the adoption of the generator
convention in the battery model shown in Figure 2.15, the discharging phase is
associated to negative sign of the current, viceversa to the charging phase.
Figure 2.15: Battery model represented by 2◦-order Thevenin circuit.
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Figure 2.16: Capacity test.
Using the Ampere-counting method, battery capacity Ccurr is in according to
(2.6), calculating the integral of battery current during the test. The capacity is






Performing the pulse test, battery is excited with discharging or charging constant
current. An example of complete discharging pulse test performed by laboratory
battery test bench is shown in Figure 2.17. Each pulse discharges or charges 7 %
of the battery cell SOC, until the minimum or the maximum threshold voltage is
reached (3.0 V, 4.15 V). Pulses are separated by 30 minutes of rest period.
Open circuit voltage and impedance parameter values are extracted by observing
voltage relaxation in the rest phase, as noticeable in Figure 2.18. The internal
resistance Rint value is acquired from the sudden drop voltage Vbatt,drop due to





The second extracted parameter is the the open circuit voltage OCV , obtained as
the last voltage value acquired in the rest period. RC-group parameters (R1, R2, C1, R2)
are estimated by tting the voltage relaxation curve observed in the rest period,
recalling the model (2.4):
OCV − Vbatt = v1,drope−t/τ1 + v2,drope−t/τ2 (2.8)
Where τi denotes the time constant of the i
th RC group considered.
The tting process is carried out in Matlab, using the curve tting toolbox (CFT),
where parameters v1,drop, v2,drop, τ1 and τ2 are extracted using the bounded-
parameter Trust-Region algorithm. Finally, R1, R2, C1, R2 parameters are calcu-










The presented procedure is performed both for the pulse discharging and pulse
charging tests. The extracted parameter datasets for the novel second-life battery
model are tabulated in the entire SOC range and SOH of [85-50] % by testing the
cells overcited.
Figure 2.17: Discharging pulse test.
Figure 2.18: Model parameters extraction procedure for a discharging pulse.
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2.3.5 Model implementation
The aim of this work consists of the development of a virtual electrical battery
model with aging: given an input current, battery model estimates the evolution of
battery voltage and SOC. Voltage and SOC evolution are based on time-continous
system equations (2.4) and (2.5). Model parameters change their values at various
SOCs and SOHs and sign of the current. Hence, 3-D look-up tables (LUTs) are
needed to correlate model parameters. The calibration of the 3-D LUTs is per-
formed by characterization tests depicted in the previous subsection. In summary,
electrical battery model with aging is dened by the following dierential system
equation:














OCV = focv(SOC, SOH, sign(Ibatt))
Rint = fRint(SOC, SOH, sign(Ibatt))
R1 = fR1(SOC, SOH, sign(Ibatt))
R2 = fR2(SOC, SOH, sign(Ibatt))
C1 = fC1(SOC, SOH, sign(Ibatt))
C2 = fC2(SOC, SOH, sign(Ibatt))







As mentioned in last sections, cells under test are in EOL. The batteries's history
and cycle life is shown in Table 2.3 and in Figure 2.8. More details are illustrated in
[96]. However the cells have not been used for about 2 years, and have been stored
in the same conditions (in a not thermally controlled environment). It's reasonable
that the current rated capacity could not correspond to the last capacity estimated
two years ago. Hence, the SOH considered in this model is xed to its setup value
before simulation is running. To implement the battery model in a microcontroller,
time-continuous system (2.11) is discretized at the sample time T . Dening time
istant tk = kT , for k = 0, 1, 2, ..., N , system (2.11) is transformed in a time-discrete
system by using Eulero approximation:







Considering xk = x(tk), time-discrete battery model is dened as follows:








OCVk = focv(SOCk, SOH, sign(Ibatt,k))
Rint,k = fRint(SOC, SOH, sign(Ibatt,k))
R1,k = fR1(SOCk, SOH, sign(Ibatt,k))
R2,k = fR2(SOCk, SOH, sign(Ibatt,k))
C1,k = fC1(SOCk, SOH, sign(Ibatt,k))
C2,k = fC2(SOCk, SOH, sign(Ibatt,k))
Vbatt,k = OCVk − v1,k − v2,k −Rint,kIbatt,k −Rint,kIbatt,k
subject to





In conclusion, after model parameters identication, battery system model (2.13)
can be implemented on a simulation platform or in embedded systems. In the next
section, experimental test on EOL batteries are shown and results obtained during
capacity and pulse test are discussed. Finally, the battery model (2.13) is build and
implemented in Simulink. The identied model is validated, in terms of voltage
accuracy, by comparison between experimental and simulated data.
2.3.6 Results & discussion
The overcited test procedure was performed on the ve EIG cells cited in Table
2.3. All the tests were carried out by using the laboratory battery test bench setup
shown in Figure 2.9 in a not thermally controlled environment. Considering all
the test performed and by measuring the room temperature, the mean and the
maximum value obtained are respectively 22◦C and 24◦C. Concerning cell surface
temperature, maximum temperature observed during the tests is 27◦C.
Capacity test is composed by three charging/dischaging cycles with a discharging
constant current of C/4, C/3 and C/2. The charging phase is composed by a CC
charging with C/3, followed by CV charging, as illustrated in Figure 2.16. The
capacity test cycles have been exploited in order to evaluate the rated capacity of
the ve cells. Referring to the maximum cell capacity stored in the complete C/3
charging phase, capacity of the ve cells is extracted and represented in Table 2.6.
The user can evaluate the coulombic eciency by cycling batteries with dierent
discharging current rates (C/4, C/3 and C/2). The parameter ηc denotes the
coulombic eciency, i.e., the ratio between the capacity extracted in discharging
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Table 2.6: Capacity evaluated of the ve EIG cells.
Results of the battery coulombic eciency are calculated and shown in Table 2.7,
in according to (2.14). It's noticeable that the coulombic eciency of EOL cells,
with respect to the fresh cell, strongly decreases when battery discharge C-Rate
increases.
Capacity test results showed interesting features by observing the voltage curve on
the ve cells with dierent SOHs, during charging and discharging phase. From
results obtained in Figure 2.19, two points are highlighted. Firstly, it's noticeable
a rise with aging of the CV charging phase duration. This fact is noticeable by
comparing the fresh cell #0 (lower CV phase) with cell #3-#5 (higher CV phase)
and cell #8 (highest CV phase duration), in according to results shown in [59]
for NMC chemistries. Secondly, an increase with aging of the dierence between
voltage charging and discharging phase curves, due to an increase of the internal
resistance with aging.
Pulse charge and discharge tests were performed, following the procedure illus-
trated in the previous sections. These tests have been exploited in order to extract
the circuit parameters (OCV,Rint, R1, R2, C1, C2) of the battery model (2.13). As
mentioned before, battery model (2.13) is implemented in Simulink, and nally,
voltage model accuracy is observed by the comparison between voltage simulated
and experimental data. Figure 2.20 shows the pulse charge/discharge test on cell
#4 (above), and the voltage absolute error (below), dened as the dierence be-
tween the measured and the simulated voltage. Results shown in Figure 2.20 denote
that the battery model estimates accurately the voltage evolution when the battery
SOC is in the range [10,90] %. However, at the extreme of battery SOC window,
the absolute error increases, especially at the lowest SOC values. This is due to
non-linear behavior that battery has at the extreme of SOC.
n. Charge Capacity C/2 Capacity C/3 Capacity C/4
capacity test test test
(Ah) (Ah) ηc % (Ah) ηc % (Ah) ηc %
#0 20.17 19.56 97.0 19.60 97.2 19.95 98.9
#3 16.07 14.71 92.5 15.09 93.9 15.96 99.3
#4 17.14 15.40 89.9 16.65 97.1 16.90 98.6
#5 12.38 11.55 93.3 11.85 95.7 12.34 99.7
#8 10.60 8.84 83.4 9.99 94.3 10.28 97.0
Table 2.7: Capacity test: Ah extracted in discharging phase and coulombic e-
ciency
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The results of battery model identication, hence the circuit parameters ex-
tracted, are shown in the Figures 2.21, 2.22 and 2.23.
Internal resistance is extracted at dierent SOC, SOH, and current sign, as shown
in Figure 2.21. It's noticeable an increase of Rint at the extreme of SOC, while
remains constant in the middle of SOC window. The charging or discharging phase
doesn't inuence on the Rint value. Instead, internal resistance increases during
the aging process. By Figure 2.21, the mean evaluated resistance of the new cell
is 5.92 mΩ: it's evident an increase at least 200 % of the internal resistance of the
EOL cells with respect to the fresh cell. Moreover, it's noticeable an increase of
470 % of the cell at SOH=50 % with respect to the fresh cell and 200% of the cell
at SOH=85 %. There is a huge dierence in internal resistance between battery
at 60 % and 50 % of SOH. The internal resistance is inversely proportional to the
battery power eciency. By results obtained, it's possible to suggest that EOL
batteries could be considered as energy storage for stationary applications, which
require low performance, in terms of low charge/discharge current C-Rate. Indeed,
the performance of EOL lithium batteries can be comparable to the lead-acid bat-
teries. Moreover, results obtained in Figure 2.21 suggest that an acceptable SOH
range of battery is [80,60]%.. Results in Figure 2.22 depicts a noticeable dierence
between OCV discharge and charge curve due to hysteresis for NMC chemistry, in
according to results shown in [27] for LFP based. As previously mentioned, in this
work the OCV value is evaluated as the battery voltage measured after 30 min of
rest. An accurate measurement requires at least 1h of rest time. However, due to
the pandemic period and rules in the laboratory, it was needed to accelerate the
pulse test time duration.
Finally, an increase of OCV voltage curve during the aging process is observed,
especially in charging phase. Thus an increase of the two RC-groups resistance is
observed, as shown in Figure 2.23.
This work was presented in the EEEIC International Conference on Environment
and Electrical Engineering in the year 2020 [70].
Figure 2.19: Voltage vs. capacity curve for EIG cell at several SOH during charging
and discharging phase.
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Figure 2.20: Comparison between voltage simulated and experimental data: (a)
Pulse discharging test and (b) absolute error; (c) Pulse charging test and (d) ab-
solute error.
Figure 2.21: Internal resistance extraction of EIG cells at dierent SOHs, during
charging and discharging phase.
Figure 2.22: Open circuit voltage extraction of EIG cells at dierent SOHs, during
charging and discharging phase.
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Figure 2.23: RC-group parameters extraction of EIG cells at dierent SOHs, during
charging and discharging phase.
2.3.7 The use of retired batteries (2nd life) in stationary
applications: green mobile networks
As mentioned in the introduction, the large expansion of renewable energies such
as wind and photovoltaics, and the increase of the BEVs, which means a large scale
production of lithium batteries, lead to consider the idea to use retired automotive
batteries as support to renewable energies. The reuse of these batteries, giving
them a second life, in less demanding applications has given the possibility to car
and battery manufacturers to expand their portfolio and enter in new markets.
From the previous experimental tests, the second life battery model is built and
implemented in Simulink. This model was used in the OBELICS project: the goal
of this work is to understand if the use of second life lithium batteries returns a
positive credit in terms of economic cost and enviromental impact.
The object of the study is a mobile communication station, made up of a cluster
of radio-base stations. The model is dened and developed in this PhD activity,
for the OBELICS project [98]. The main characteristics of this model are the
following:
 The system requires energy 24 hours per day, at the step time of 30 min.
 The system is typically equipped with back-up systems (e.g. battery, inverter,
chargers).
 The daily user's data trac prole per unit of area (Mbps/km2) is provided
by an Italian mobile operator [99].
 The evolution of technology makes it possible to optimize energy consumption
by switching on and o an appropriate number of stations [99] and by using
new transmission criteria for MIMO antennas [100].
The complete scenario is represented in Figure 2.24. It's based on the energy
performance analysis of a system including a cluster of base stations, a BESS, a
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photovoltaic generation unit; the system is grid-connected. Due to appropriate
AC/DC and DC/DC converters, power ux is possible in a bidirectional way from
and to the grid. The energy produced by PV can be used directly or stored in the
battery. A preliminary analysis of the benets of the use of second life batteries
in terms of environmental impact. The CO2 emission variability due to electric
energy generation in Italy is provided by Terna [101], depending on day hour and
year period.
Results obtained from the dened scenario are presented in [102]. They include
energy balance expected costs, concerning the reuse of EIG EOL batteries, assumed
based on the Italian scenario. More details about this work are provided in the
OBELICS project, Work-package 7 [98].
Figure 2.24: The mobile access network plant.
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2.4 Fractional-order EEC models
Frequency response analysis is the technique whereby a sinusoidal excitation input
is applied to measure the output response of a transfer function. In this study,
battery system is considered as a linear and time-invariant (LTI) system. Since
batteries show several non-linear behaviors, this analysis is performed by exciting
the battery with low-energy consumption. This means that the frequency response
test is performed with a series of frequency-controlled sinusoidal current amplitudes
and reduced test time duration, ensuring battery LTI property. Frequency response
test in the battery system is called in literature electrochemical impedance spec-
troscopy (EIS) test. The general principle of impedance spectroscopy is to apply
a sinusoidal signal Ibatt in current on the battery: measuring its voltage response








V and I are respectively the voltage and the current amplitude, ω is the angular
frequency, ϕbatt is the phase shift. Current is maintained with low amplitudes in
order to preserve the validity of LTI model assumption. In the frequency domain,
it is possible to separate the impedance Zbatt in a real part Re(Zbatt) and in an
imaginary part Im(Zbatt) using the following equation:
Zbatt(jω) = Re(Zbatt(jω)) + jIm(Zbatt(jω)) =
= |Zbatt(jω)|cos(ϕbatt(jω)) + j|Zbatt(jω)|sin(ϕbatt(jω))
(2.16)











Usually, real and imaginary values of impedance are represented in the Nyquist
plot as shown in Figure 2.25. Description of battery impedance by using Nyquist
plot is preferred with respect to Bode plot because it will be simple to notice how
the battery model parameters aect the impedance curve. The y-axis is referred to
the negative imaginary part of the impedance. Indeed, battery impedance assumes
ohmic-capacitive behavior in the large part of interested frequencies. Frequency-
domain battery model can be represented by using electrical circuit components.
In the next section, more details about the circuit components and conguration
are reported. By performing EIS test, physical and chemical properties of the
battery can be observed in well dened frequency bands. The previous modeling
in time-domain allows the user to describe the electrical behavior of the battery
while presenting limited physical meaning in its parameters. This mismatch be-
tween time-domain modeling and physico-chemical properties of the battery may
be observed from experimental EIS test.
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Figure 2.25: Nyquist plot of a typical lithium-ion battery and separation of three
well identiable dynamic internal processes detected in three well separated fre-
quency bands [103].
2.4.1 Constant phase elements
Recalling the Figure 2.25, it's noticeable that in the frequency interval Hz÷kHz
battery impedance curve shows a semi-ellipses arc. One of the methods which
could be used to t the semi-ellipses impedance arc is the following circuit congu-
ration: a resistance R0 in series to a RC block (R1 in parallel to C1). Despite this
conguration can represent a semi-circle arc in Nyquist plot, it misses the degree
of freedom (DOF) which can depress the semi-circle arc. Since increasing the num-
ber of RC-blocks in series should produce a better t to the semi-ellipses curve, it
will also increase complexity in the model identication due to the increment of
the number of parameters. This issue can be overcome by using a special equiv-
alent circuit element, the so-called, in literature, constant phase elements (CPEs)





CPE is usually used to describe the electrical properties of double layer capacitors,
that occur on electrochemical energy storage systems, between the electrodes and
electrolytes. Transfer function (2.18) is similar to the capacitance transfer function,
except for the parameter α ∈ [-1,1] which is called depression factor. It represents
the aforementioned DOF, as well as the constant phase α × π/2. Thanks to the
CPE, it's possible to t in Nyquist plot semi-ellipses arcs, hence, semi-circle arcs
depressed by the assessment of α parameter. It's noticeable by (2.18) that the
CPE should be represented as a non-ideal capacity (if α ∈ (0,1) ) or non-ideal
inductance (if α ∈ (-1,0)). Indeed CPE can represent perfectly a capacitance (α
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= 1), resistance (α = 0) or an inductance (α = -1) parameter. In the circuits of
Figure 2.26 (above) it's noticeable that the complex impedance of an ideal capacity
component (CPE with α = 1) describes only a semi-circle with a radius equivalent
to R1/2 and shifted of R0 by the origin point. Decreasing the depression factor α,
it's possible to obtain semi-ellipses arc decreasing the focal distance, as noticeable
in Figure 2.26.
Figure 2.26: EEC with CPEs and their frequency characteristics in Nyquist plots.
Figure 2.27: New circuit conguration with CPEs to t semi-ellipses arc joint to
straight line.
Moreover, considering a circuit conguration realized by a series of two R-CPE
blocks, two semi-ellipses arcs are represented if the two CPEs dier at least one
order of magnitude.
Circuit conguration depicted in Figure 2.27 ts a semi-ellipse joint with straight
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line of slope equivalent to α2 × π/2. In particular, dening τ1 = R1Q1, τ2 =
R1(Q1 + Q2 and T = τ2/τ1, impedance line become more blunt with increasing
T [46]. Referring to the Figure 2.25, battery impedance curve is represented by
a straight line at low frequency. This curve can be represented by using a CPE
in series. In the case of α = 0.5 (slope 0.5), CPE is also called Warburg element.
Finally, battery impedance curve in high frequency band assumes ohmic-inductive
behavior, which can be represented by using inductance in series with a resistance.
CPEs are fundamental to build battery impedance model and obtain an accurate
simulation of battery voltage response in frequency domain. However, it's not
trivial to transform an EEC with CPEs in time-domain and run the model in











Where the Gamma function Γ[α] = (α− 1)! and the symbol ! denotes the factorial
operation. In this PhD research, a part of the time was dedicated to develop a
time-domain battery model based on EEC with CPEs (fractional EEC models).
Starting from the Laplace anti-transform of the CPE shown in equation (2.19),
time-domain EEC models used on battery modeling (R-CPE blocks) were reported
in [71], and presented in RTSI conference, in 2019 in Florence. Considering that
the input excitation current was a continuous current signal, it was decomposed
into a train of square or trapezoidal wave signals of step time T , as shown in Figure
2.28. Time-continuous current decomposed by square or trapezoidal waves. The
time-domain voltage response of battery model with CPEs is calculated, based on
(2.17). Model's accuracy and run speed are evaluated by comparing experimental
and simulation results [71]. Similar studies were carried out in [104][105].
Figure 2.28: Dierent methods for decomposition of time-continuous signals.
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2.4.2 Battery modeling in frequency domain
In this PhD thesis, the battery impedance curve taken into consideration is de-
picted in Figure 2.30. The dierence respect to the Nyquist plot shown in Figure
2.25 consists of the consideration of two jointed semi-ellipses arcs. The shape of this
impedance curve is observable during battery lifetime, as noticeable in [38][47][59].
Spectroscopy analysis allows to investigate dierent internal processes in the bat-
tery dened in well known and separated frequency bands. The evolution of battery
chemical-physical property variations due to aging can be studied by using electrical
circuit equivalent models. Its parameters are well identied by tting impedance
data in a dened frequency band. Before analyzing these internal processes in de-
tail, it's important to recall the operating principle of a generic lithium battery.
In principle, an electrochemical cell provides a potential by electrically exploit-
ing the dierence between electrochemical potentials of anode and cathode. Both
electrodes in the battery system are electronic conductors of a dierent electrical
potential due to dierent electrochemical potential: this last potential is given by
the amount of lithium particles stored. As a designed feature, the concentration
of lithium particles intercalated in the anode is always higher than in the cathode.
Lithium particles are strongly attracted by cathode. In order to reach an equilib-
rium of electrochemical potential, but are blocked by the electrolyte layer, which
doesn't allow the electron transfer. Hence, when anode and cathode are closed
by external circuit, the resulting dierence in electrochemical potentials between
the electrodes acts as the driving force for electrochemical reactions. This leads to
enabling spontaneous transfer of lithium-ion particles from the anode, reaching the
intercalation into the cathode by passing to the electrolyte. Discharging process
works like this and it is illustrated in Figure 2.29.
Figure 2.29: Schematic describing the discharge process and lithium-ion transfer.
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The process of absorbing a lithium-ion particle (Li+) into an active material of
electrode is referred to as intercalation or lithiation, while the process of releasing
a Li+ into the electrolyte is called de-intercalation or de-lithiation. The transfer
of lithium-ion particles, electrons, from anode towards the cathode and viceversa
can be represented by a series of electrochemical process. In this PhD thesis,
focus is the modeling and the parametrization of equivalent circuits which well
describes the several internal processes which dene the transfer of lithium-ion
particles. In literature, ve noticeable dierent frequency intervals are investigated
and parametrized with circuit components, as noticeable in Figure 2.25: every band
represents a particular battery internal process, explained as follows, starting by
low frequencies:
 Diusion processes (< 1 Hz): As noticeable in the previous section,
battery voltage response was in delay with respect to input current due to
mass and charge transport limitations. This ohmic-capacitive eect is the
reason which leads to the voltage relaxation eect when battery is discon-
nected by the load. Since the particles involved in the reactions have a mass
and are physically diusing through electrodes and electrolytes, limitations
to mass diusion have to be taken into consideration [40]. This eect can
be investigated by EIS test, analyzing the low frequencies. By Figure 2.30,
the impedance curve at low frequencies is drawn by a straight line. Indeed
experimental impedance data can be tted by a straight line, hence by us-
ing a series CPE. Usually, researchers consider the innite Warburg element
transfer function, referring to equation (2.18) with xed α = 0.5 [53][106].
 Charge transfer resistance and double layer capacitance (f ∈ [1, 1000]
Hz, rst semi-ellipses arc): As highlighted in Figure 2.29, charge-transfer
resistance and double layer capacitance phenomena occurs in the electrodes-
electrolyte interface. The charge-transfer phenomena is represented by the
rst semi-ellipses arc of impedance curve as shown in the Figure 2.30. Lithium
particles, passing by electrode surface, are subjected to a change of their
electrical potential, like a series resistance. Charge-transfer resistance is of-
ten attributed to the Butler-Volmer kinetics of the reaction [108]. In the
lifetime, charge transfer resistance increases in the anode due to the con-
tractions/expansions related to the charge/discharge cycles, which crack it
and increase the exchange surface (interface) with the electrolyte. The elec-
trochemical double layer phenomena forms at the interface of an electrical
conductor and an ionically conducting electrolyte. this is due to the local
charge inhomogeneities, which occur as soon as a cell is rst assembled and
the components come into contact [106]. The double layer behaviors are
usually represented by a constant phase element, of which capacitance is
proportional to its interface area.
 Solid electrolyte interphase lm formation (f ∈ [1, 1000] Hz, second
semi-ellipses arc): Upon rst assembly of lithium cell, a passivating solid
electrolyte interphase (SEI) layer forms at the electrode surface. This ad-
ditional layer prevents the direct contact between electrode and electrolyte.
This is crucial for a long term performance of the battery and stable charge
transfer reactions over the entire electrode surface. For this reason is funda-
mental to perform the rst charging/discharging cycles on a new cell with
limited and strictly controlled current amplitudes. In the previous experi-
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ment preconditioning test were performed to the new cells, in order to grow
this passivation lm. When lithium particles go through this layer, their elec-
trical potential changes as similar to a RC block. In the Nyquist plot shown
in Figure 2.30, this phenomena is represented by the second semi-ellipses arc
of impedance curve and tted by using R-CPE block.
 Ohmic resistance (> 1 kHz, zero-crossing impedance): It represents
the value of battery internal resistance at a single particular point, the zero-
crossing frequency. This last frequency is assessed when imaginary part of
impedance is null. The current delivered/supplied by the battery comes with
voltage drop due to current collectors, active materials of the electrodes,
electrolyte and separator [47].
 Inductive behaviors (> 1 kHz): At the highest frequency, an inductive
behavior is observed due to reactance of battery connectors and instrument
measurements.
In literature exist more circuit congurations which t impedance curve and give
informations about the change of the overcited internal processes of battery. The
most common circuit used for battery impedance modeling are also called Randles
circuits [108], and are shown in Figure 2.31. In this PhD, the rst conguration is
used, where transfer function is represented as follows:










Experimental EIS test were performed on the ve EIG cells with dierent SOH.
Results concerning circuit's parameter identication are reported in the paper [73]
presented in EEEIC conference (2020). In recent years, the use of CPEs for t-
ting battery impedance is quite widespread in the literature. However, some re-
cent studies criticize its use, presenting limited physical meaning in its param-
eter and high computational eorts in its voltage response, simulation running.
A valid impedance identication method suggested in the literature is the use of
RC "ladder networks", tting measured battery impedance with serially connected
parallel-coupled pairs of resistor and capacitor [109]. This last method will be again
mentioned in Chapter 4 when the accuracy of the impedance measurements and
Kramers-Kronig validity-test method will be discussed.
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Figure 2.30: Reference impedance curve of lithium cells in a wide frequency range
and battery Randles model.




Online state of charge
estimation based on model
adaptive Kalman lters
Monitoring and prediction of battery SOC is a challenging task in automotive
eld, in particular in the research and development of innovative BMS. The de-
velopment of new methodologies concerning SOC estimation is more and more
considered in literature. Recalling the introduction, many SOC algorithms are de-
veloped through the use of model-based observers [27]-[37]. This section presents
a set of model-based algorithms for the estimation of state of charge, specically
deployed for lithium batteries. These algorithms require a priori knowledge of
a battery model. Battery model types presented in literature were discussed in
Section 2. The models can be developed having dierent levels of accuracy, also
including the possibility to correctly represent the hysteresis voltage behaviour of
the selected lithium cells. Furthermore, dierent identication methods of the bat-
tery model parameters may also be considered, considering tabulated parameters,
discussed in the previous section, or online parametrization tools. Recalling the
model-based approach, being a closed-loop method, state of charge estimation is es-
timated through the Kalman lter approach, which minimizes the prediction error.
General algorithm's block system is represented in Figure 3.1. A wide conguration
of SOC estimators based on non-linear Kalman lters (NLKFs) approach has been
accurately evaluated through experimental tests performed on a LFP cell. It will
be noticeable that the addition of a hysteresis model will be fundamental for this
chemistry, in terms of SOC prediction accuracy. One of the algorithms presented
is a novelty of the SOC estimator's state of art. To verify the robustness of the
proposed algorithms, some disturbances were introduced. Moreover the evaluation
is conducted at dierent SOC initial conditions and sampling times. This work
was published by the Journal of Systems and Control engineering [69], in the year
2020.
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Figure 3.1: Model adaptive NLKF technique for battery SOC estimation.
3.1 Model adaptive non-linear Kalman lter: algo-
rithm
3.1.1 Electrical battery model
The rst proposed mathematical battery model refers to the classic 1st or 2nd-order
Thevenin EEC shown in the Figure 2.15. Model parameters Rint, R1, R2, C1, C2
were calibrated in the entire SOC window. Hence, battery model adopted in this
work is dened by the following system equation:








OCVk = focv(SOCk, SOH, sign(Ibatt,k))
Rint,k = fRint(SOC, SOH, sign(Ibatt,k))
R1,k = fR1(SOCk, sign(Ibatt,k))
R2,k = fR2(SOCk, sign(Ibatt,k))
C1,k = fC1(SOCk, sign(Ibatt,k))
C2,k = fC2(SOCk, sign(Ibatt,k))
Vbatt,k = OCVk − v1,k − v2,k −Rint,kIbatt,k
(3.1)
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As mentioned in the previous section, the model (3.1) is non-linear, due to the
OCV-SOC relationship (focv). Moreover, battery system is time-varying in the
state-space xk = [SOCk, v1,k, v2,k]. The OCV-SOC curve extracted by a LFP cell
is shown in Figure 3.2.
It's noticeable a slight dierence between the charging and discharging OCV curves,
which is due to hysteresis behavior. The hysteresis eect is caused by thermody-
namic entropic eects, mechanical stress and other chemical eects in the electrode,
during lithium particle insertion/extraction [110]. The hysteresis behavior occurs
mainly in LFP cell [27]. By Figure 3.2 it's detectable that LFP cell's OCV curves
show a relatively at behaviour for values of the SOC range [10,90] %, while for
extreme charge and discharge condition, a strong sensitivity of OCV with respect
to SOC is recognizable. This last observation leads to infer a weak correlation be-
tween OCV and SOC for a large range of SOC values, which represents one of the
most critical aspects of SOC estimation. Small dierences in voltage measurements
may consist of large dierences of SOC. Therefore an accurate OCV-SOC curve
calibration is needed for the nal implementation of the battery model, based on
2nd-order Thevenin equivalent circuit. Otherwise, this aspect can be mitigated by
the introduction of the hysteresis property inside the battery model. More details
will be reported in the next subsection.
As mentioned in the Section 2, model circuit parameters (Rint, R1, R2, C1, C2) vary
with SOC, aging, temperature variations. In particular, temperature has a big im-
pact on battery internal resistance, hence battery power eciency. In the research
work [37] (presented in EEEIC Conference, 2018) it was possible to identify the
internal resistance of LFP battery packs on-board electric vehicles at dierent en-
vironment temperature. Results obtained in my previous work [37], demonstrated
that internal resistance increases its value when temperature decreases and at low
SOC. Moreover, as noticeable in [9] and in my previous work [70], circuit param-
eters change their value with aging, especially internal resistance increases with
battery capacity degradation. In order to update the battery model with current
battery operating conditions, tabulated circuit parameters (LUT) are required, or
online calibration algorithms, based on the online parameter identication theory
[32], could be used.
Figure 3.2: OCV-SOC curve of a LFP cell calibrated during pulse test.
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3.1.2 Algorithms tested
The model-based approach, illustrated in Figure 3.1, represents the concept for
SOC estimation adopted in this PhD thesis. SOC is estimated by voltage and
measurement data, by a priori knowledge of the battery model, and by a criteria
which minimizes the SOC prediction error, in this case Kalman lter approach.
The battery model, adopted in the following algorithms, is represented by the
time-discrete system (3.1), where T represents the sample time and k represents
the step time instant kT , for k = 0, 1, ..., N .
In this section, dierent methods for battery model update, Kalman ltering ap-
proaches and battery voltage models are described and analysed to nd the best
SOC estimator. The rst analysis is carried out on the dierent methodology of
battery model update. The two dierent algorithms are represented in Figures 3.3
and 3.4, and are, respectively, called SOC-NLKF with tabulated model parameters
and SOC-NLKF with online parameter identication. Circuit parameters can be
updated at every step k in two dierent ways:
 SOC-NLKF with tabulated model parameters: the set of parameters
(Rint, R1, R2, C1, C2) is calibrated oine with entire SOC interval [0,100] %
under laboratory tests at constant temperature (20◦). Then one-dimensional
(1D) look-up-tables (LUT) are realized for each parameter. Schematic of this
approach is represented in Figure 3.3.
 SOC-NLKF with online parameter identication method: the set
of parameters (Rint, R1, R2, C1, C2) are recursively estimated online using
a method of parameter identication for a particular class of models and
prediction criterion. Schematic of this approach is represented in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.3: SOC estimation based on NLKF, tabulated model parameters.
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Figure 3.4: SOC estimation based on NLKF, online parameter identication tool.
Proposed algorithm for online parameter identication considers a black-box au-
toregressive exogenous model (ARX), using a minimum error prediction (PEM)
criterion for identication [32]. Given the input battery current and the dierence
between OCV and voltage as output, the drop voltage model of battery system (3)
can be simply transformed in the single-input-single-output (SISO) ARX model.
Finally, the algorithm chosen for online battery parameter identication is the re-
cursive least square with forgetting factor (RLSFF) [32]. Using this identication
method, circuit parameters θ = Rint, R1, R2, C1, C2, collected in the vector θ, are






vdrop,t − ϕTt θt
)2
(3.2)
Where vdrop,t = OCVt−Vbatt,t is the drop voltage observation, of which calculation
is discussed later; ϕTt denotes the transponse of the linear regression vector ϕt,
which contains battery voltage and current measurement data. The cost index
in equation (3.2) is the sum of the squares of prediction errors calculated at step
k, and in previous instances, which are weighted by the parameter λ ∈ [0, 1],
called the forgetting factor. The forgetting factor λ gives exponentially less weight
to older error samples. In this way, the algorithm identies the vector of circuit
parameters θ minimizing the more recent cost terms when the forgetting factor λ
is smaller, adapting it to actual operating conditions of the battery. The recursive
equations of the online parameter identication algorithm (RLSFF) are shown as





θk = θk−1 + Lk
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Typical λ values are 0.995, 0.99 and 0.98. It's noticeable in the RLSFF algorithm
that the identication of battery model parameters θk is given by the previous
update θk−1 and by the weighted dierence between the battery drop voltage ob-
served vdrop,k and the drop voltage estimated by the ARX model ϕ
T
k θk−1. This
dierence corresponds to the parameters estimation error, which is weighted by
the gain Lk. If the parameter estimation error is null, the current estimate θk
is in perfect agreement with the previous estimate θk−1. The gain Lk provides a
measure of the correlation between the vector θk to be estimated and the current
drop voltage observation. Hence, Lk depends by voltage sensor accuracy and the
current estimate error covariance matrix φk.
Two dierent approaches for battery model update are mentioned in this section.
As discussed in the previous section, battery SOC, which can be calculated with
the Ampere-hour method (3.1), aects the battery voltage value because OCV de-
pends on SOC.
The stochastic model, on which the KF will be based to estimate battery SOC, is
represented in a discrete-time and stochastic state-space dynamic system:







yk = focv(xk)− [0 1]uk + nv,k
(3.4)
Here, the state variable xk denotes the battery SOC (xk = SOCk). The system
input vector uk collects the battery current measurement Ibatt,k and the battery
drop voltage estimated vdrop,k. This last value is the output given by the update
of circuit impedance parameters at step k (see Figures 3.3, 3.4). The output yk
of the system corresponds to the battery voltage measurement Vbatt,k. Process
and measurement noises are represented by variables wk and nv,k, respectively,
considered as Gaussian white noises with zero mean and covariances of Qk and
Rk. The Kalman lter (KF) estimates battery SOC based on stochastic model
(3.4). KF observer is the best estimator in the sense of minimum mean-square
error (MMSE) for linear time-varying dynamic systems. However, the battery SOC
model in equation (3.4) is non-linear due to the OCV-SOC relationship, focv(·).
Therefore, it's needed to consider the use of non-linear KF (NLKF) estimators.
Two dierent NLKF techniques are evaluated in my algorithms proposed, that is,
the extended KF (EKF) or the unscented KF (UKF). The two dierent approaches
use the state correction and state prediction algorithms as in the linear KF. The
battery voltage measurement yk = Vbatt,k is used to correct the predicted state in
step k − 1, xk/k−1 = SOCk/k−1, and the covariance predicted Pk/k−1 predicted
in the previous step. Hence, the update of the battery SOC and its covariance
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The EKF algorithm, linearizing the original non-linear system (3.4) around the
current estimate xk/k−1, computes the linearized battery voltage model matrix Ck





Instead, the UKF algorithm computes the rst and the second moments of the
random variable OCV = focv(x) applying the unscented transform (UT), referring
to [111]. In this case, the UKF state correction algorithm is performed according
























Finally, there is no dierence by EKF and UKF algorithm in the calculation of
battery SOC prediction, because SOC evolution is represented by a linear model.
SOC and covariance estimation error prediction algorithm are performed according
to the following equations:







Pk+1/k = Pk/k +Qk
(3.8)
Thus, in the following, the attention will be dedicated on the battery voltage model
(3.4). The function focv relates battery SOC with OCV. In this section, two dif-
ferent methods for the OCV evaluation are proposed: the rst method consists of
the representation of the function focv in a discontinuous form, depending on the





















The set of parameters (α0, α1, ..., αnp , β0, ..., βnp) is calibrated during laboratory
test with entire SOC interval; hence, the OCV model is tabulated with SOC. With
the main aim to further enhance the accuracy of the battery voltage model in
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equation (3.4), the second method adds a mathematical model of the hysteresis



















This model tends to move towards battery OCV, that is, the upper curve (gch(·))
when the cell is charging, the lower (gdch(·)) when discharging. In pursuing this
objective, the mathematical model determines the derivative of OCV as a function
of the direction in which SOC is moving, and on how actual model OCV is far
from the target curve. When the time derivative of OCV is positive, the model is
gradually moved towards the charging curve gch, the opposite gdch when the time
derivative of OCV is negative. The speed of transition from one curve to the other
is determined by the constant σ, which needs to be calibrated based on an appro-
priate test, as reported in [27]. By observing the equation (3.10), the hysteresis
OCV model reaches the target curve more rapidly when σ value is increasing.
The analytical hysteresis model in equation (12) is implemented in the KF cor-
rection algorithm (3.5). Then, the OCV model is transformed to the following















Where gch(·) and gdch(·) are dened in equation (3.9).
In conclusion, combining the two dierent model parameter identication methods,
KF techniques and OCV models, eight algorithms for SOC estimation have been
tested. The owchart shown in Figure 3.5 summarizes how the dierent algorithms
work to estimate battery SOC. By performing experimental tests, it was veried
that dierences due to the selected NLKF technique are negligible, in terms of
performance and computational cost. From now on, the dierence of selection of
Kalman lter technique will be neglected when discussing SOC-NLKF. Therefore,
the SOC estimation performance of only four algorithms will be evaluated in this
section: the SOC-NLKF with tabulated model parameters and the online parame-
ter identication (using the RLSFF method), with or without the hysteresis model.
In the next subsection, the performance of the four algorithms will be compared
with experimental laboratory tests. First, it is important to dene the requirements
of the four KF types to run on the simulation tool. SOC-NLKF algorithm with
tabulated model parameters requires to obtain the experimental focv function and
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the eventual speed transition σ for the hysteresis model, and circuit parameters
(Rint, R1, R2, C1, C2) in relation with SOC. Therefore, it requires the preliminary
execution of experimental laboratory tests.
In the case of SOC-NLKF with online parameter identication method, only focv
curve calibration is needed, because circuit parameters are recursively identied
with the RLSFF method. The RSLFF algorithm is made up of only 3 recursive
equations shown in equation (3.3). The reduction in these requirements should
be considered as the main advantage because it requires fewer laboratory tests
and the absence of a declaration of model parameters (i.e. internal resistance and
RC-groups). Using the online method, the battery model is adapted to the battery
under test, which can be dierent from the others due to manufacturing tolerances.
Moreover, the online method adapts the model to the actual operating condition
of the battery, thus actual SOC, temperature, or aging level. Finally, it requires a
reduction of static memory space in the lled-out algorithm.
Regarding measurement instruments, both KF types require voltage and current
input data for SOC estimation. In the next sections, laboratory setup and mea-
surement instrument's accuracy will be presented.
Figure 3.5: SOC estimation based on model-adaptive NLKF approach: eight dif-
ferent algorithms and owchart.
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3.1.3 Test data: battery cell and laboratory setup
In this work, two dierent LFP cells have been used to validate the SOC estima-
tors algorithm. The rst is a nanoscale LFP cell of nominal capacity 4.4 Ah and
nominal voltage 3.2 V, exactly the A123 Systems AHR32113 M1 Ultra-B LFP cell.
The second is a prismatic China aviation lithium battery (CALB) cell of nominal
capacity 72 Ah and nominal voltage 3.2 V. Main specications of the LFP cells
used in this work are presented in Table 3.1; a picture of the cells is shown in Figure
3.6.
Specications Nanoscale LFP cell CALB LFP cell
Nominal capacity 4.4 Ah 72 Ah
Nominal voltage 3.2 V 3.2 V
Specic power 2700 W/kg 2880 W/kg
Specic energy 71 Wh/kg 101 Wh/kg
Energy density 161 Wh/L 167 Wh/L
Cell dimensions 32×110 mm 222×135×29 mm
Table 3.1: Nanoscale and CALB LFP cells specications.
Figure 3.6: Picture of nanoscale (a) LFP cell and CALB (b) LFP cell used in this
section.
The rst cell (nanoscale LFP cell) was subjected to tests based on the reference
current cycle shown in Figure 3.7: this current prole corresponds to an example
of the real usage of the battery on-board hybrid vehicles. The current prole was
applied on the nanoscale LFP cell at constant temperature (20◦C) and downsized
to stay within current limits of the cell. Test was performed in the University of
Pisa, and all measurements were acquired with the laboratory test setup shown in
Figure 3.8. During the test, input data were acquired every sample time T = 0.1
s, using a shunt sensor for current measurement, class 0.5 and full scale 150 A, and
DAQ device (model NI 9219) for voltage reading, with a declared accuracy of 0.3
%. The second cell, CALB cell, was monitored while it was installed on a battery
pack on-board the real working EV (Isuzu L35), see Figure 3.9. An example of this
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battery data-set measurement is shown in Figure 3.10.
Recalling the nanoscale cell, results on SOC estimation obtained by considering two
dierent model's identication methods, with or without the hysteresis model are
compared with the real battery SOC obtained by integrating the current prole,
measured through high-precision sensors. To show the robustness of the algorithms
for SOC estimation, and to dene algorithm requirements in terms of sample time
and instrument measurement accuracy for preliminary battery calibration and on-
line estimation, the following parameters will be modied during the simulation
test:
 Initial condition of estimated SOC.
 Additive process noise due to preliminary battery parameters calibration wk
and due to battery SOC observer. These noises are dened as process noises.
 Additive current and voltage measurement noise nk = [ni,k, nv,k].
 Sample time T .
Figure 3.7: Reference cycle test applied to nanoscale LFP cell: current prole (top)
and cell voltage (bottom).
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Figure 3.8: Laboratory test and measurement setup, located in the University of
Pisa, adopted to perform the current prole shown in Figure 3.7.
Figure 3.9: Logging CALB cell in the battery pack on-board the ISUZU L35,
Master thesis's work [37].
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Figure 3.10: Current prole provided by the CALB battery pack, Master thesis's
work [37].
3.2 Analysis performance for online parameter iden-
tication
The performances of the online parameter identication tool, the RLSFF algorithm
(3.3) were analysed in terms of voltage prediction accuracy, based on data-set of
battery voltage and current measurement. Simulations were carried out by using
Matlab/Simulink software. Dierent LFP cells and respectively dierent experi-
mental tests were considered in the simulations.
The single nanoscale LFP cell (4.4 Ah and 3.2 V, Table 3.1) was subjected to cy-
cle test depicted in Figure 3.7 (cycles are repeated until the nal time of 16000
s), performed by laboratory setup shown in Figure 3.8. Battery voltage and cur-
rent measurement were acquired at a sample time of 0.1 s. Figure 3.11 shows the
battery voltage estimated from the 2◦-order EEC battery model, using an online
parametrization (RLSFF) or tabulated parameters. The forgetting factor consid-
ered in this work is λ = 0.995. Note that the evolution of the voltage estimated
using the online parameter identication (RLSFF) and battery model with tabu-
lated parameters is similar. The maximum voltage error is 58 mV. Absolute mean
and standard deviation (std) voltage errors are 14 and 12 mV, respectively. More
details about this test were reported in reference [69].
In another work of this PhD thesis [37], ve CALB LFP battery packs (72 Ah
and 96 V) installed on a working EV (Figure 3.9) were monitored and RLSFF
was validated based on 43 dierent real daily data-set. Battery current, voltage,
SOC and temperature were measured at sample time 5 s. An example of this log
is shown in Figure 3.10. Figure 3.12 shows circuit parameters calibrated online
by RLSFF. Relative root-mean square voltage prediction error for each battery
pack is reported in Table 3.2. Results of parameter identication were satisfac-
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tory. By Figure 3.12 it's clear that battery pack's parameters don't evolve in time
with equal values, despite the manufacture of ve battery packs is the same. The
causes are two: BMS master manages the equalization requiring dierent intensity
of current for each battery; moreover batteries are placed in dierent positions of
vehicle, consequently they are exposed under dierent temperatures. Therefore,
the performance of online parameter identication with RLSFF eectiveness is val-
idated in terms of accuracy. Additional considerations could be made regarding
the algorithm computational cost. RLSFF algorithm (3.3) is made up of only three
recursive matrix equations. Moreover, this algorithm requires a reduction of static
memory space in the lled-out algorithm with respect to the tabulated parameter
method. Finally, RLSFF avoids to perform some laboratory calibration tests.
Figure 3.11: Voltage estimated by 4.4 Ah and 3.2 V nanoscale LFP battery model,
parameters determined using online identication (RLSFF) or tabulated parame-
ters.






Table 3.2: Root mean square error (RMSE) results obtained by RLSFF (relative
to 72 Ah, 96 V CALB battery packs)
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Figure 3.12: Identication of the ve CALB battery packs (72 Ah and 96 V)
installed on Isuzu L35 referring to data set shown in Figure 3.10.
3.3 Analysis performance for online state of charge
prediction
In this section, the eectiveness of the SOC estimator algorithms has been evaluated
and described with particular focus on the test performed on a nanoscale LFP cell.
Regarding results obtained on the CALB cell and battery pack, please, check the
reference [37].
3.3.1 Performance at dierent initial condition (i.c.) of state
of charge
The SOC estimation performance for the dierent NLKF algorithms shown in Fig-
ure 3.5 has been evaluated. Referring to model-based approach shown in Figure 3.1,
two main operations compute these algorithms: the rst is regarding the update of
the battery model circuit parameters, and the second is for SOC estimation using
the Kalman approach for non-linear and time-varying systems. Matlab/Simulink
simulation platform has been used to implement the dierent NLKFs, while the
estimation of the state evolution has been performed through the acquisition of
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current and voltage from the selected reference test cycle shown in Figure 3.7. To
evaluate the performance of the algorithms, the test has been repeated many times,
until the nal time tfin of 16000 s.
The aim is to evaluate the robustness of the algorithms previously described. Dif-
ferent cases of study are analysed. First, results of SOC estimation are compared
at dierent initial conditions of estimated SOC by NLKF, keeping the same tune
of the KF parameters. The true initial condition of battery SOC is 64 %. This
particular initial condition of battery SOC has been chosen because it is located
exactly in the critical at zone of the OCV-SOC curve when SOC correlation is
extremely dicult to achieve. Estimation results by model-adaptive NLKFs with
and without the hysteresis model, considering the speed of transition σ = 10, are
shown in Figure 3.13 and Table 3.3. The SOC time convergence, tconv, and in-
formation about steady SOC error, ess,m, have been considered the performance
indicators in this work for SOC estimation. This last parameter mentioned ess,m,







The SOC time convergence, tconv, is the time duration for which the absolute error,
|SOCreal(t)−SOCestimated(t)|, falls below the threshold of 5 %. This value can be
considered rather high, especially under particular conditions, for example, when
the battery pack of an EV is almost completely discharged. For that reason, the
trend of the SOC error curve has been analysed, when it comes to lower than 5
%. Results shown in Table 3.3 prove that dierent SOC-NLKF algorithms have
the same trend of the steady response, when the steady SOC error value, ess,m,
is in the range [1,2] %. Moreover, the time convergence of each lter is highest
whereas the initial condition of the estimated SOC starts at an interval of [10,40]
%. This result is due to the approach followed by the Kalman observer. Indeed
the SOC estimated is obtained by minimizing its mean square error, based on the
actual voltage measurement yk = Vbatt,k and by the battery system dened in the
state-space in equation (3.4), thus by SOC equation based on the integration of
current and by the OCV-SOC curve. As previously mentioned, a signicant fea-
ture of the LFP cells is the extremely at OCV-SOC curve in the middle part of
the OCV-SOC window, unlike other lithium-based chemistries. This means that
small dierences in OCV correspond to large dierences in SOC. Figure 3.13 shows
that KF converges very fast to true SOC value when the initial condition of SOC
estimated by NLKF is 90 % instead of 30 %. The OCV-SOC curve shows a much
more signicant slope in the window range [70,90] %, as noticeable in Figure 3.2
thus the correlation OCV-SOC is easier to achieve.
Therefore, to improve the time convergence of the SOC estimator, it is not only
needed to have accurate sensors, but it is necessary enhance battery model in terms
of accuracy, adding more features. In this regard, a mathematical OCV hysteresis
model was introduced: referring to Figure 3.2, in the rst two lters without hys-
teresis, OCV is represented as a discontinuous function, which moves from the top
curve when the cell is charging and to the bottom curve when the cell is discharg-
ing. However, through the addition of a hysteresis model, a mathematical function
is created, continuously moving between the two curves during charging and dis-
charging operations. As shown in Figure 3.13 and Table 3.3, the inclusion of the
hysteresis model has improved the time convergence of the SOC-NLKF algorithms,
since the information acquired from OCV is much more accurate. Moreover, it has
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been proven that during test simulation, the SOC estimation by NLKF with tabu-
lated parameters never converges with absolute SOC error lower than 1 %. Instead,
the inclusion of the hysteresis model allows the lter to converge, coming lower than
1 % with a mean time of 2400 s.
Figure 3.13: SOC estimation results by NLKFs at dierent SOC initial conditions:
comparison between SOC-NLKFs without hysteresis model (a) or with hysteresis
model (c), initial SOC estimate of 90%; comparison between SOC-NLKFs without
hysteresis model (b) or with hysteresis model (d), initial SOC estimate of 30%.
Estimated SOC-NLKF SOC-NLKF SOC-NLKF SOC-NLKF
SOC tabulated RLSFF tabulated RLSFF
i.c. parameters parameters
tconv ess,m tconv ess,m tconv ess,m tconv ess,m
(%) (s) (%) (s) (%) (s) (%) (s) (%)
10 11290 1.23 4405 1.24 14897 1.69 6717 1.43
20 11249 1.23 7355 1.24 8083 1.14 935 1.46
30 10995 1.26 3462 1.28 1537 0.28 855 1.37
40 10369 1.31 2464 1.35 570 0.41 641 1.44
50 2833 1.29 2131 1.38 615 0.55 1491 1.56
60 572 1.40 1805 1.40 1033 0.37 908 1.46
70 5 1.43 1489 1.40 267 0.57 516 1.44
80 237 1.35 832 1.40 260 0.84 245 1.30
90 709 1.31 685 1.36 388 0.37 182 1.30
100 713 1.31 715 1.28 713 3.24 997 1.08
Table 3.3: Results of SOC estimation at the dierent initial conditions (i.c.) of
SOC.
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3.3.2 Performance at dierent disturb levels on measure-
ment sensors
To dene requirement specications on sensors, in particular referring to their
measurement accuracy, simulations of the same test cycle, shown in Figure 3.7,
are performed adding white noise signals nk = [ni, nv] in voltage and current
measurements. This is noticeable in the algorithm ideas represented in Figures
3.3 and 3.4. The additive noise signal is dened as a white Gaussian noise, which
generates normally distributed random numbers with zero mean and an appropriate
std at each time step. These signals have been added on battery voltage nv,k and
current sensors ni,k to assign the uncertainties of the measurement instruments.
Simulation tests are performed by considering the initial condition of the SOC
estimate at 90 % or 30 %, with respect to the exact initial condition of 64 %.
The respective sensor's noises considered have been set as white noise signals with
zero mean and std of 0, 5 and 10 % related to battery current C-rate and nominal
voltage. Results of simulation tests are represented in Table 3.4. Note that the
time convergence tconv was signed with the symbol∞ when SOC estimation did not
reach convergence during the test. The results obtained conrm that the estimated
SOC by NLKF with the hysteresis model converges to the real SOC value with
additive measurement white noise std of 5 %. In particular, adding white noise,
it is notable that the NLKF with tabulated parameters converges faster than the
other one. This result is due to the model's parameter update which has been
perturbed by the noise itself, being recursively estimated by the RLSFF algorithm.
Instead, using the tabulated parameters (LUTs), as noticeable in Figure 3.3, the
parameters depend only on the estimation performed at the actual SOC.
Estimated Noise SOC-NLKF SOC-NLKF SOC-NLKF SOC-NLKF
SOC std tabulated RLSFF tabulated RLSFF
i.c. nk parameters parameters
tconv ess,m tconv ess,m tconv ess,m tconv ess,m
(%) (%) (s) (%) (s) (%) (s) (%) (s) (%)
30 0 10995 1.26 3462 1.28 1537 0.28 855 1.37
30 5 ∞ − 8611 2.56 2854 0.40 3808 3.41
30 10 ∞ − ∞ − ∞ − ∞ −
90 0 709 1.31 685 1.36 388 0.37 182 1.30
90 5 684 0.98 5236 3.56 229 0.93 501 1.11
90 10 532 1.24 ∞ − 228 0.94 ∞ −
Table 3.4: Results of SOC estimation at the dierent initial conditions (i.c.) of
SOC, additive white noise signals with zero mean and appropriate standard devi-
ation (std) in the sensors.
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3.3.3 Performance at dierent process disturb levels
To dene requirement specications of the control unit (A/D conversion, arith-
metic operations, etc.), uncertainty of the model and preliminary calibration tests
for application of the considered NLKFs, simulations are performed adding white
noise signals wk in the stochastic model (3.4) and in the battery drop voltage model
(3.1). This is noticeable in the algorithm ideas represented in Figures 3.3 and 3.4.
Simulation tests are performed by considering the initial condition of the SOC esti-
mate at 90 % and 30 % respect to the exact initial condition of 64 %. The process
noise considered have been set as white noise with zero mean and std of 0, 5 and
10% respect to the relative models: for stochastic model (3.4) the additive noise wk
is relative to SOC evolution, and voltage evolution concerning drop voltage model
(3.1).
Results depicted in Table 3.5 shows that that the SOC-NLKF algorithm with
RLSFF type is more robust than SOC-NLKF with tabulated parameters. The
addition of the noise process in the case of tabulated parameters primarily indi-
cates the non-perfect accuracy of the measurement instruments. Therefore, LUTs
shown in Figure 3.3 should be calibrated with much more accurate sensors, thus
allowing the NLKF to correctly estimate the battery SOC. However, by using the
RLSFF method for online parameters, circuit parameters are recursively calculated
online, thus allowing much better accuracy in evaluating SOC.
Summarizing, focus is dedicated to the evaluation of SOC estimators at dierent
disturbance factor who are present in the real battery. In particular the addition
of noise voltage error in measurement acquisition or in battery model parameters
denition.
Dependency from temperature has not been explicitly considered. Indeed in the
experimental tests it's neglected an evident room temperature variation. However,
since temperature is associated with variations of battery parameters, as explained
in [36] and [77], performed robustness tests give also indications to the eect of
temperature intended as an external disturbance aiming to alter the behavior of
observed systems. Therefore, the SOC estimators robustness at dierent temper-
atures have been evaluated assuming the variation of battery model parameters.
As shown in [36] and [77], the variability of the internal resistance is estimated in
the range of the 5-10 % of its nominal value. Hence, the robustness of the SOC
estimators has been tested assuming a variation of the battery model parameters.
Considering an additive perturbation of 10 % of battery model parameters, it is
possible to verify that the estimated SOC tends to experimental one as shown in
Figure 3.14 and in Table 3.6.
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Estimated Noise SOC-NLKF SOC-NLKF SOC-NLKF SOC-NLKF
SOC std tabulated RLSFF tabulated RLSFF
i.c. wk parameters parameters
tconv ess,m tconv ess,m tconv ess,m tconv ess,m
(%) (%) (s) (%) (s) (%) (s) (%) (s) (%)
30 0 10995 1.26 3462 1.28 1537 0.28 855 1.37
30 5 ∞ − 1131 0.43 ∞ − 10924 0.99
30 10 ∞ − 1093 0.49 ∞ − 1594 0.67
90 0 709 1.31 685 1.36 388 0.37 182 1.30
90 5 ∞ − 477 0.43 ∞ − 1662 0.48
90 10 ∞ − 757 0.44 ∞ − 359 0.51
Table 3.5: Results of SOC estimation at the dierent initial conditions (i.c.) of
SOC, white noise signals, with zero mean and appropriate standard deviation (std),
battery process disturbs in lter's block (LUTs, RLSFF lter and KF).
Figure 3.14: SOC estimation results by dierent estimators, assuming a variety of
battery model parameters: (a) SOC-NLKF with tabulated parameters; (b) SOC-
NLKF with RLSFF; (c) SOC-NLKF with tabulated parameters and hysteresis
model; (d) SOC-NLKF with RLSFF and tabulated parameters.
3.3.4 Performance at dierent sampling times
One of the most important specications assigned for any control unit is the
sampling-rate. The dynamics of the battery can be well observed with a sam-
ple time of 0.1 s. In this section, the eectiveness of SOC-NLKF algorithms is
evaluated, always based on the reference cycle test in Figure 3.7, under dierent
sampling times. The results are shown in Table 3.7. In this case, it is clear that
the addition of the hysteresis model has mainly improved the evaluation performed
by the NLKF, as for initial SOC equal to 30 %.
However, for initial SOC equal to 90 %, evaluations performed by NLKF with
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RLSFF with hysteresis model sometimes get worse increasing the sampling time.
However, results have shown that the SOC evaluation on average can converge
to the real SOC value within a sampling time of about 5 s, whose values can be
considered rather consistent for commercially available BMS.
Model SOC-NLKF SOC-NLKF SOC-NLKF SOC-NLKF
SOC param tabulated RLSFF tabulated RLSFF
i.c. value parameters parameters
tconv ess,m tconv ess,m tconv ess,m tconv ess,m
(%) (%) (s) (%) (s) (%) (s) (%) (s) (%)
Nominal
90 value 709 1.30 375 1.32 1278 1.72 500 1.37
Variying
10 % of
90 nominal 3225 2.05 1628 1.15 1032 1.18 207 1.24
value
Table 3.6: Results of SOC estimation at 90% of the initial condition (i.c.) of
SOC, assuming a variation of battery model parameters (without adding sensor
and process disturbs).
Estimated Sample SOC-NLKF SOC-NLKF SOC-NLKF SOC-NLKF
SOC time tabulated RLSFF tabulated RLSFF
i.c. parameters parameters
tconv ess,m tconv ess,m tconv ess,m tconv ess,m
(%) (s) (s) (%) (s) (%) (s) (%) (s) (%)
30 0.1 10995 1.26 3462 1.28 1537 0.28 855 1.37
30 0.5 7329 1.44 3099 0.99 1545 0.28 2216 0.52
30 1 11241 3.45 9690 1.25 1633 0.55 3210 3.32
30 5 ∞ − 9290 1.82 2185 2.24 8310 2.10
30 10 ∞ − ∞ − 10860 2.59 10530 2.06
90 0.1 709 1.31 685 1.36 388 0.37 182 1.30
90 0.5 4094 1.04 1362 0.83 241 0.60 742 0.64
90 1 9294 1.77 1392 2.09 271 0.98 1771 1.44
90 5 ∞ − 3285 3.00 1985 3.21 6385 2.49
90 10 ∞ − 11470 3.32 4200 3.45 ∞ −
Table 3.7: Results of SOC estimation at the dierent initial conditions (i.c.) of
SOC, dierent sampling times (without adding sensor and process disturbs).
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3.3.5 SOC-NLKF algorithms conclusion
Estimation results obtained by dierent SOC-NLKF algorithms proposed in this
work have been shown in this section. Results put in evidence the huge diculties
for SOC evaluation of the LFP cell arising from its characteristics, in particular
from its extremely at OCV-SOC curve, which requires NLKF to estimate the SOC
having an accurate battery model. Results have shown that time convergence does
not vary signicantly related to the initial condition of estimated SOC. Algorithms
correct the SOC value based on the voltage measure and, in particular, on the
OCV-SOC curve. Especially in the at area of this curve, it is dicult to nd a
close relationship between the OCV and SOC, combined with its hysteresis eect.
This aspect can be mitigated by the introduction of the hysteresis property inside
the battery model, to reduce the NLKF time convergence. This is very clear by
observing simulation results where additional disturb factors are considered noise,
showing that the addition of the hysteresis model improves KF performance.
Finally, the two lters equipped with the hysteresis model (tabulated parameters
or online calibration tools, such as RLSFF method) are similar in terms of per-
formance. However, RLSFF has proved much more exibility, since it requires
fewer calibration data, typically not available from the manufacturer and obtain-
able only through ad-hoc experimental tests. Moreover, RLSFF method, since it
identies and updates the battery model every step time, adapts the model to the
real battery, which can be dierent to the others due to manufacturing. In addi-
tion, RLSFF requires less static memory than the tabulated parameter's method.
A part of this work was presented in the EEEIC International Conference on En-
vironment and Electrical Engineering in the year 2018, in Palermo [37]. Then, this
work was extended for a publication in a Journal papers. Finally, this work was
published by Journal of Systems and Control Engineering in the year 2020 [69].
Chapter 4




The nal chapter of this PhD thesis presents a new diagnostic method aimed at
detecting battery SOH using fast impedance measurements. Key factor is the
application of a broadband current signal excitation on the battery; for the ap-
plication here presented, a pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS) excitation is
adopted. Hence, a low-cost hardware prototype for PRBS excitation was devel-
oped. By current and voltage measurements, a frequency-domain nonparametric
identication is carried out in the post-processing phase. To demonstrate the func-
tionalities of the methodology proposed, the EIG cells at dierent SOHs, due to
their past history (check Tables 2.3 and 2.6) have been subjected to the spec-
troscopy (EIS) test. Finally, impedance measurements have been processed: the
key step being the clustering of impedance data (represented in Nyquist diagram)
in dierent rectangular areas, which are related to actual SOH. The performed
experimental test results showed the possibility to determine frequency points in
which the impedance measurements dramatically change due to dierent cell SOH;
as a consequence, these peculiar frequencies can be adopted as reference for cluster
separation. According to the results presented in this section, the proposed method
is suciently accurate and is a promising solution for embedded diagnostic of bat-
tery SOH thanks to its simplicity and speed. The remainder of this chapter is
structured as follows. Section 4.1 describes the proposed method including re-
quirements, indicators, and excitation signal characteristics. Sections 4.2 and 4.3
describe the low-cost hardware for programmable PRBS excitation and the EIS
laboratory test setup. Sections 4.4 and 4.5 include the results obtained by aged
cells testing and the data processing procedure. This part of PhD activity led to
publish some conference's paper: Ref. [65] describes the details about the use of
PRBS as signal excitation to perform fast and reliable EIS test. Ref. [72] presents
the low-cost PRBS generator prototype. Ref. [73] shows the impedance estimation
results obtained for the EIG cells at dierent SOHs. Modeling battery as EEC with
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constant phase element components (check Figure 2.31), many circuit parameters
showed interesting trends linearly comparable to the decreasing of battery SOH.
the real-time SOH diagnostic methodology, discussed in this chapter, is published
in Journal of Energy Storage [74].
4.1 General principle for nonparametric identica-
tion
4.1.1 System requirements
To perform impedance measurements based on EIS test, the battery system under
test must be assumed and validated as LTI dynamic system. The linearity property
can be assumed if the system is submitted to a small current excitation. However,
a very small current perturbation causes noisy voltage response. Hence, it's im-
portant to select an appropriate signal excitation: it must not be too large because
it would induce a non-linear response of the system, and not too small because
it would induce noisy responses. The time-invariant property can be assumed if
the parameters, which dene the battery system, are not changing with time. The
main causes for time-variance in the battery system are the variations of tempera-
ture, SOC, current excitation (in terms of amplitude and sign), and nally aging.
Moreover, if the battery voltage is in a transient state and has not reached its
steady state, the system is considered as time-variant. The eects of time-variance
in EIS measurements are noticeable in low frequency and are shown in [112][113].
Hence, to avoid impedance errors related to time-variant system behavior, su-
ciently long rest time is required before the EIS test start. Moreover, inuence
factors, especially temperature, must be stable during the test. If the LTI assump-
tions are validated during the EIS test, battery impedance can be represented by







Where z[n] denotes the impedance impulse response in the time step n = 0, ..., N−
1. The variable k ∈ [−1/2, 1/2] denotes the normalized frequency. Given the
following assumptions:
 Battery system is bounded-input bounded-output (BIBO) stable
 Current signal excitation, used for the EIS test, is a periodic signal or a signal
realization of a stationary stochastic process
If the assumptions are validated, the steady voltage response is a signal realiza-
tion of a stationary stochastic process [32]. In conclusion, the impedance transfer






Φii(k) denotes the battery current input power spectral density (PSD), and Φvi(k)
is the cross-PSD (CPSD) of the battery voltage-current signal, computed by the
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voltage and current DFTs V (k), and I(k):





Where a is a normalization factor, ∗ denotes complex conjugation.
4.1.2 Quality indicators
The control of accuracy of impedance measurements based on EIS test is funda-
mental to have a reliable monitoring of the change of electrochemical properties
of the battery and, in this case, a reliable diagnostic of its SOH. The validity of
EIS measurements can be evaluated by using dierent methods discussed in the
literature [112]-[117]. As mentioned, the battery system's LTI property must be val-
idated, and, given a current input, the observed output voltage response must not
be noisy. One of the most common methods to check the conservation of LTI prop-
erty is the Kramers-Kronig relation validity test [112][113]. The Kramers-Kronig
relation dictates that real and imaginary parts are interdependent, presented in the
Kramers-Kronig (KK) transform integrals [112], for a LTI and causal system. An
interesting KK test algorithm is employed to validate the EIS measurements and
it is presented in [113]. The drawback of this method is the high computational
eort. An alternative approach is the monitoring of the ordinary coherence value in
frequency. Given the spectral estimates Φii(k), Φvv(k) Φvi(k), ordinary coherence





From the inequality |Φvi(k)|2 < Φii(k)Φvv(k) for each frequency k [115], it follows
that the ordinary coherence is bounded between 0 and 1. This quality indicator can
be viewed as the correlation coecient between the input and output sequences for
every k: if the current input is linearly related to the voltage output, the ordinary
coherence γ2vi = 1; if the input is completely unrelated with output, γ
2
vi = 0;
if the coherence is greater than 0 and less than 1, the input-output may be in
part linearly related, but also real system may contain other inputs, otherwise
measurements acquired may be noisy. Indeed the noise could be estimated by the
knowledge of system's ordinary coherence: noise PSD Φmm is estimated by the
coherence in [115] and evaluated according to the following equation:
Φmm(k) = (1− γ2vi(k))Φvv(k) (4.5)
According to (4.5), the ordinary coherence is a useful indicator to evaluate the





In conclusion, when γ2vi(k) → 1, input and output are strong correlated and
SNR→∞. In this case, the inuence of the noise in the output signal is negligible,
and the LTI model's assumption for the system analyzed is totally justied.
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When γ2vi(k)→ 0, input and output are unrelated and SNR→ 0. In this case, out-
put signal is strongly dominated by the inuence of noise, hence, the LTI model's
assumption is not justied.
Another interesting property of the ordinary coherence is that it is closely related
to estimation errors obtained when identifying the battery system. This is usually
used to compute condence limits for dierent spectral estimators [32].
Figure 4.1: Active EIS test method: red acquired measurements and blue computed
data-set.
4.1.3 Excitation signal classes
The general principle of a nonparametric identication is explained by the block
diagram shown in Figure 4.1. Exciting the battery cell in current, and measur-
ing battery voltage, data are saved in several frames of same data length. Then, a
spectral density identication algorithm in frequency domain, e.g. Welch estimator
[116], is employed to estimate Φii(k), Φvv(k), Φvi(k). Finally, impedance estima-
tion and the respective ordinary coherence are evaluated by using (4.2) and (4.4).
As mentioned in the introduction, broadband input signals are used for system
identication in a wide frequency range, reducing test time. Three dierent classes
of broadband signals have been considered in literature [32][115]:
 Random signals: ltered Gaussian white noise signals.
 Transient signals: pulse or burst signals.
 Periodic signals: multi-sine, pseudo-random signals.
The white noise presents a at PSD over all frequencies; however, its signal gen-
eration requires a complex hardware realization. Moreover, it suers from leakage
problem [63], hence a probability of a highly reduced SNR at some randomly lo-
cated frequencies.
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Transient signals are used for fast system identication and they show a simple
hardware implementation. However, they present a high crest-factor [32], inducing
to high energy consumption during impedance estimation. Periodic signals repre-
sent the most interesting class to perform active spectroscopy test. Indeed, periodic
signals exhibit a low crest factor [32][114]. In this way, an accurate impedance es-
timation can be performed with low energy consumption. Finally, the spectral
content of periodic signals can be optimized to prevent harmonic distortions due to
leakage problem [115]. One of the most popular periodic signals used in active EIS
is the multi-sine signal. This signal is a sum of sine waves which frequency corre-
sponds to the desired discrete set of frequencies measured, with random phase. The
multi-sine excitation approach oers more accurate EIS measurements, as demon-
strated in [62]. Pseudo-random sequences (PRS) family is an attractive alternative,
due to their low complexity, reduced test time, and good accuracy. However PRS
excitation leads to slightly less accurate results than multi-sine excitation. Despite
this, the generation of multi-sine, i.e. sine waves with dierent frequency or mul-
tisine signals requires advanced electronic generators; instead for pseudo-random
family only a shift-register of n-memories is required. For more details, check the
next section.
4.1.4 Pseudo Random Binary Sequence (PRBS)
PRBS is a discrete-time periodic signal that switches between two logic levels.
Therefore, it is a square wave signal. One of the biggest advantages of this signal
is the simply hardware implementation. Indeed PRBS is generated considering a
closed-loop shift register conguration of m memories in series, requiring a very
simple hardware implementation: the block system is depicted in Figure 4.2. De-
noted by the output variable ut, PRBS is generated by referring to the following
equation:
ut = rem(a1ut−1 + a2ut−2 + ...+ amut−m, 2) (4.7)
Where rem(x, 2) is the modulo-2 addition on x [32], and ai is the i-gain fac-
tor that takes integer values 0,1, for i = 1, 2, ...,m. The vector of past inputs
[ut−1, ut−2, ..., ut−m] can only assume 2
m dierent values. Thus, the input signal
ut is periodic with a period of at most 2
m. In [32] it's proven that PRBS signal can
have a maximum period of M = 2m − 1 using an appropriate combination of gain
factors vectors [a1, a2, ..., am]. Considering that block memories of shift register
are initialized as proposed in [32], PRBS has properties similar to those of a white
noise signal in the frequency domain. This is a clear advantage since it's possible to
excite the system over a wide bandwidth, accelerating testing procedures. Indeed,














It's noticeable that if the period of the PRBS M is bigger, the function is more
near that white noise auto-covariance. Equation (4.8) doesn't denote exactly the
auto-covariance function of PRBS signal, because its mean value is not exactly
zero. In [32] the spectrum expression of PRBS of amplitude A is in according to
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Where δ is the Dirac delta function. By (4.9), in the angular frequency region
[−π, π] there will beM−1 frequency peaks. Therefore, consideringM value bigger,
so increasing the number of the shift registers m, the PSD of PRBS signal is atter
and it is similar to the PSD of white noise signal. This deduction is conrmed
by simulating PRBS signal at dierent number of shift registers and extracting its
PSD, as shown in Figure 4.3 and demonstrated in my previous work [65].
In this thesis, the numberm = 10 of registers, hence a period ofM = 1023 samples,
is chosen for the PRBS generator used for the EIS test. Therefore, the PRBS with
a period of M = 1023 samples has a band-limited at PSD, as demonstrated in
Figure 4.3. In [114] it is demonstrated that the PRBS presents an almost at
spectrum over the frequency band [fc/m, fc]. The parameter fc denote the clock
frequency at which the input PRBS ut is synchronized. Considering m = 10 in this
work, over one frequency decade is observed. It's recommended that the choice of
a sampling frequency fs should be ten times the maximum frequency band. This
last consideration is advisable for system identication in the frequency domain
[32][114].
Figure 4.2: PRBS generator's circuit.
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Figure 4.3: Autocovariance (top) and PSD (bottom) function of PRBS signal using
dierent number of shift registers. Simulation performed in Matlab/Simulink.
4.2 Development of a low-cost hardware for fast
EIS test
In order to perform fast and reliable spectroscopy test, in discharging phase, with
low energy consumption to the battery, an innovative electronic PRBS genera-
tor was realized in this PhD thesis, made up of a low-cost hardware. The core
of the proposed prototype consists of the use of a Texas Instrument development
board that can be programmed in code composer studio environment or using Mat-
lab/Simulink target compiler, downloading the add-on library "Embedded Coder
Support Package for Texas Instrument". The system proposed can generate PRBS
at dierent sample periods, clock frequencies and current amplitudes. To check the
accuracy of impedance measurements, a second power circuit composed of passive
components is inserted in parallel. Switching the PRBS generation in this second
circuit, impedance measurements are validated experimentally by comparing ref-
erence and experimental impedance data. This prototype was presented at the
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MELECON 2020 international conference [72]. Moreover, the prototype, proposed
in this section, won the award of 3rd edition of the SSE Challenge Engineering for
Industry 4.0 (2019).
Figure 4.4: Block scheme of the PRBS generator.
4.2.1 General description
Figure 4.4 shows an implementation scheme of the proposed PRBS generator: all
the spectroscopy tests are managed using a Texas instrument (TI) development
board of the Delno series: exactly the LAUNCHXL-F28379D. This develop-
ment board belongs to the 32 bit microcontroller family. The microprocessor is
the TMS320F28379D: a 200 Mhz of clock frequency, dual core, 1 MB of ash
memory, several I/O ports including 16-12 bit ADCs and 12-bit DACs, which are
congurable as hardware interrupts, PWM ports and as some peripherals commu-
nicating with other devices in I2C, SPI, UART and CAN [118]. This development
board was used in the University of Florence, in past, for motor drives [119], but,
considering available memory and computational resources, it was extensively used
also for hardware in the loop testing [120] thanks to good DSP performances. In
this work, the tasks which TI board should satisfy are the following:
 Control the PRBS generation: Battery under test (BUT) is connected
to the power circuit shown in Figure 4.4. The periodic PRBS signal data
was rst stored in an external micro SD card. The same SD card uploads
the PRBS data to the TI board, which generates the corresponding PRBS
voltage signal to the transistor, shown in Figure 4.4, which turns ON and
OFF the power circuit. The interface between SD card reader and TI board
is performed through the Teensy 3.2 board: a development board with a
72 MHz microprocessor, which is easily programmed through the Arduino
IDE. Respect to the prototype presented in [72], the PRBS generator is now
directly implemented in the TI board. Since PRBS can be generated by
a m = 10 memories in series in a conguration of shift register, as shown
in Figure 4.2, its implementation in Simulink or in code composer studio
becomes trivial. The variable load resistance Rload is connected to the battery
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under test. This resistance is inserted in order to select the desired current
amplitude of discharging PRBS generator.
 Control the dierent circuit tests: TI board also controls the circuit
selector, which is made up of a relay system, in order to have the possibility
to conduct two dierent tests by switching manually. Turning the circuit
selector in 0, power circuits are open. If the circuit is selected in 1, EIS test is
performed on the BUT; else, if the circuit is selected in 2, a reference sample
impedance is inserted in series with the previous circuit. This last circuit
will be used to validate impedance measurements and check the instrument
accuracy, shown in the next section. A third parallel circuit was considered
in the prototype, in which battery has a continuous discharge by inserting a
second load resistance. But this option is inherent to this work.
Once the device is programmed, it can be used safely also avoiding any additional
communication with the host PC, since the device is provided of a control panel.
The control panel assures a known controllable and safe behaviour of the testing
equipment through the usage of command button and led for state feedback. The
control panel and the main components of the prototype are depicted in the Figure
4.5 and in Table 4.1.
Figure 4.5: PRBS generator prototype: (top) control panel, (bottom) Internal
structure.
4.2.2 Embedded code for current PRBS generation
The embedded code for TI board, which represents the core of the PRBS generator
prototype, was designed in order to satisfy the following statements depicted in the
ow-chart, shown in Figure 4.6. As mentioned previously, TI development board
series can be directly programmed using Matlab-Simulink through a supported
target compiler, which automatically generates C code, and actives the general
purpose I/O (GPIO) ports and peripherals. This thanks to the use of the add-on
library called "Embedded Coder support package for Texas Instrument C2000 pro-
cessors" [121]. In this work, TI board was programmed in Simulink: the main le
is represented in Figure 4.7, by following the statements shown in Figure 4.6. TI
board receives the PRBS data by the SD card and it generates the same PRBS
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signal with voltage level of 0, 3.3 V. The communication between SD-card and
TI board is well illustrated in Figure 4.4. PRBS data is saved in a text le with
extension .Dat in the SD card. Teensy device, which represents the interface be-
tween the SD-card and the TI board, communicates with SD-card through the SPI
protocol. In this case Teensy master, programmed with Arduino IDE requires to
the SD-card slave the text le by using the library SD.h. TI board, congured as
master, requires to the slave Teensy device, with appropriate address (0x08) the
PRBS data, by using the I2C protocol and the library Wire.h of Arduino IDE. In
particular, TI board, through the use of "C28xI2C Receive" requires 9 Bytes the
address overcited, then, Teensy slave answer to Master's request and it sends the 9
Bytes by recalling the function Wire.OnRequest(). The information represents the
hour (1 Byte), minute (1 Byte) and second (1 Byte) of data sent, the PRBS data
(4 Byte) and the respective dimension (2 Byte). All the tests are realized by using
"Enabled subsystems" which are managed by the GPIO connected to the button
represented in the control panel (P1, P2, P3). PRBS generation is enabled by
pushing the button P2. When PRBS data, which is sent by I2C port, is completely
saved in a target memory, an event is generated. This event enables the generation
of data sequence on the DAC port (Low as 0 and High as 4095). This code gives




Led2 Temporized waiting between tests
Led3 PRBS generation (blinking in the rst 10 s, EIS test starts after 10 s)
Led4 Error on SD card
P1 Start CC discharge test
P2 Start PRBS test
P3 SD card data refresh
A11 Battery voltage
A22 Drain-source transistor voltage
A33 Second load resistance for CC discharge test
A44 Resistance voltage RLoad
A55 Sample impedance voltage Zsample
A66 Drop voltage on Zsample +RLoad
A77 PRBS generation
A8 TI trigger line
B1 26650 cylindrical cell
B2 181650 cylindrical cell
B33 Dierent cell's design type
RL Load resistance RLoad
Table 4.1: Brief description of the laboratory equipment used
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Figure 4.6: Tasks managed by TI microcontroller in the PRBS generator prototype:
ow-chart.
Figure 4.7: Embedded code deployed to TI board by using Simulink.
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Figure 4.8: Laboratory EIS test setup for cell system on the right, electronic circuit
of PRBS current generator on the left.
4.3 Battery EIS test setup and validation results
4.3.1 Laboratory setup and test procedure
The scheme of the proposed laboratory EIS test setup for battery cell system is
depicted in Figure 4.8. Testing procedure, for system identication in the frequency
domain, is depicted in the block scheme of Figure 4.1. In this case, EIS test consists
of exciting the battery in current with the periodic PRBS signal, using the PRBS
generator device, discussed in the previous section. During the EIS test, battery
voltage and current are measured and acquired by the dSPACE MicroLabBox at
a sampling frequency of 20 kHz, which is ten times the maximum EIS frequency
band of interest for SOH diagnosis. In order to check that EIS test is not aected
by external factors, room and battery surface temperature are measured, with a
sample time of 1 s. When the EIS tests are nished, voltage and current data are
processed to evaluate impedance (4.2) and coherence (4.4), following the approach
explained as following.
The charged battery (SOC=100%) is subjected to dierent EIS tests. Research
works [38]-[55] investigated the battery SOH changes by observing impedance data
in the frequency range approximately from mHz to kHz. In this work, battery
impedance is evaluated in the frequency band [4,1600] Hz. In this specic range,
research works [50]-[55] depicted that SOH characterizes the change of impedance
curve, such as ohmic, charge-transfer, and SEI resistance's parameter. Moreover,
fast EIS tests can be carried out in this range. As mentioned, the PRBS, with
m = 10 registers, has a at spectrum in about one-decade frequency, based on
the clock frequency fc. Since the band of interest is [4,1600] Hz, the battery
impedance spectrum will be estimated by taking three consecutive PRBS tests at
dierent clock frequencies into consideration: 50, 500, and 4000 Hz. More details
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about PRBS are illustrated in Table 4.2.
Tests are repeated considering various SOC and amplitude levels of PRBS current
(C-rate), described in Table 4.3.
The experimental test protocol is illustrated in Figure 4.9. Tests are performed
starting from the highest SOC to the lower ones. Assuming that all EIS tests
performed require less than 1% of battery SOC consumed, the battery is discharged
at the rate of discharge of C/2 until it losses the remaining energy that is needed
to reach the next desired SOC level. After a rest time of 1 h, to allow the battery
voltage to reach its steady-state, EIS tests are carried out again. The experimental
test is nished when the EIS tests are performed on the battery at the end of the
discharge (about 2%). Based on battery voltage and current measurements, with
a sample time of 20 kHz, battery impedance is evaluated in the frequency range
[4,1600] Hz: 21 linearly spaced frequency points are extracted for every PRBS test
at dierent clock frequency, as shown in Table 4.9. The guideline for appropriate
bandwidth measured, by using the PRBS, is given in [114] equalling to 0.4fc. By
results shown in Figure 4.11, this constraint was maintained for the 4 kHz PRBS
in this work, whereas the same constraint was relaxed considering the 50 and 500
Hz PRBS excitation.
After each EIS test, voltage and current measurements data are processed: the
respective PSD and CPSD are computed by applying the Welch periodograms
[116]: voltage and current measurement signals are split into disjointed Lf frames
of length Nf . Then, the voltage and current Fast Fourier transforms of every frame
are computed according to (4.1), and multiplied by using the Hamming window
function. Hence the PSD and CPSD are computed according to (4.3), nally,





















Once the PSDs have been computed, impedance values are estimated according to
(4.2). The estimation accuracy is evaluated by the calculation of ordinary coher-
ence, in according to (4.4). The global structure of impedance estimation algorithm
is summarized in the Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.9: Structure of the EIS test procedure.
PRBS clock Period Test Number of Frequency Frequency
frequency time (s) duration impedance resolution band
(Hz) time (s) measurements (Hz) (Hz)
50 20.6 125 21 1.4 [4,40]
500 2.6 60 21 13.25 [53,400]
4000 0.256 10 21 82.50 [450,1600]
Table 4.2: Impedance measurement specication processed after EIS test
Parameters Values Number of
change time (s) test repetition
PRBS clock freq. fc [50,500,4000] Hz 3
Discharging current C-rate [C/3,C/4,C/5,C/6,C/20,C/25] 3
Battery SOC [100,80,60,40,20,2]% 3
Table 4.3: EIS Test specications performed on each single cell (about 3000 tests)
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Figure 4.10: Structure of the impedance and coherence estimation after EIS test.
4.3.2 Validation of battery impedance estimate
As mentioned in the previous section, the accuracy of EIS measurements is vali-
dated considering the electrical equivalent circuit given in Figure 4.4, switching the
circuit selector in 2. Referring to Figure 4.4, the circuit conguration, composed
by the passive circuit elements R0, R1, R2 denes the reference sample impedance.
The circuit parameters are selected to describe a portion of a semi-circle. The resis-
tance R0 = 1 Ω ±5% is in series with RC group in parallel, composed by R1 = 50
mΩ ±5% and C1 = 0.01 F ±20%, considering a parasitic resistance Rp = 10 mΩ
±5% in series to capacitive element, given by the manufacturer. The battery under
test is the 20 Ah EIG pouch cell presented in Chapter 2 and mentioned before. For
each PRBS signal at a dierent clock frequency, impedance measurements are per-
formed at various current amplitudes and dierent SOCs, shown in Table 4.3. This
leads to a large number of EIS tests, in which impedance and coherence are com-
puted. Impedance estimate results are compared with the theoretical impedance in
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the frequency range of [4,1600] Hz. The results demonstrated that measurements
of sample impedance at dierent SOCs are very similar. Therefore, in this PhD
thesis it will neglect this dierence when discussing the validation of the sample
impedance estimation. The corresponding estimated coherence, at dierent PRBS
input signal, is depicted in Figure 4.11, whereas the estimated sample impedance is
depicted in Figure 4.12. The estimated ordinary coherence is close to 1 all over the
frequency band. Therefore, it's inferable by results obtained in Figure 4.11 that
the battery under test can be considered as LTI system, hence sample impedance
can be well estimated. The results shown in Figure 4.12 demonstrate that the real
and imaginary part of the sample impedance measurement of the laboratory test
setup's accuracy slightly decreases when the clock frequency of the PRBS signal
is increasing, especially during the test with a clock frequency fc = 4 kHz. This
is noticeable also observing the coherence estimated in Figure 4.11. Finally, the
results of measured sample impedance had shown a well-known bias estimation
error of 5%, which is corrected for this work. A similar bias estimation error is
obtained in [117].
Figure 4.11: Ordinary coherence obtained during EIS test validation (estimation
of sample impedance). Battery under test is at 60 % of SOC.
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Figure 4.12: EIS test validation results: comparison between reference sample
impedance curve and experimental measurements performed at dierent current
C-Rate. (a) Nyquist plot, (b) Real impedance and (c) Imaginary impedance vs
frequency. Battery under test is at 60 % of SOC.
4.3.3 Impedance measurements results obtained on the be-
ginning of life EIG cell
The battery impedance estimation is performed considering the equivalent circuit
given in Figure 4.8, switching the circuit selector in 1. In this section, the EIG
cell at the beginning of life (SOH=100%) is under test. EIS results are depicted in
Figure 4.13.
It's clear that all the battery impedance measurements are about in the interval of 2
mΩ, in the real part, and 0.5 mΩ, in the imaginary part. These intervals are shorter
than the sample impedance measurements in the previous experiment. Therefore,
the external noise sources could strongly aect the EIS measurements, decreasing
the ordinary coherence. As just mentioned, noise contributions can be minimized
by increasing the excitation power when an improved coherence is reached, as shown
in Figure 4.14. The battery impedance curves estimated and given in Figure 4.13
(top) show a slight dierence when changing the current discharging amplitude.
Instead, results given in Figure 4.13 (bottom) show that there is a drastic change
of impedance curve when the battery is at the end of discharge, conrmed also in
[50][53].
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Figure 4.13: Impedance measurements on the beginning of life EIG cell by using
current PRBS excitation at dierent (a) current amplitudes (xed SOC 60%) and
(b) SOCs (xed current amplitude C/4)
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4.4 Battery state of health (SOH) diagnosis based
on impedance data
In order to detect battery SOH based on impedance data, in frequency domain,
ve cells, of the same manufacturer, were tested. In this PhD thesis, the 20 Ah
EIG cells [95] were under EIS test. EIG cell's specications were depicted in Tables
2.1 and 2.2. One of the ve cells under test is fresh and therefore considered as
at the beginning of life. The other four cells have been cycled until they reached
EOL for automotive application, and beyond. The history of the EOL cells was
represented in Section 2, in the references [96][97] and in Figure 2.8. In this work,
EIG cells was subjected under capacity test and results obtained were shown in
Table 2.6. Considering that battery SOH is dened by the variation of battery
capacity compared to its ideal condition, in this case, 20 Ah, the ve cells, which
will be under EIS test, has the following SOH:
 Cell #0: SOH=100%;
 Cell #3: SOH=80%;
 Cell #4: SOH=85%;
 Cell #5: SOH=60%;
 Cell #8: SOH=50%;
4.4.1 Battery impedance data set
The laboratory setup, shown in Figure 4.8, was used to perform EIS in the fre-
quency band [4,1600] Hz, using the PRBS signal excitation in current at three
dierent clock frequencies. For each PRBS test, 21 impedance measurements are
extracted for each dierent clock frequency PRBS in the band specied in Table
4.2. To detect if there is a robust correlation between impedance information and
SOH, battery impedance is estimated at various operating conditions. According
to Table 4.3, EIS is executed at six dierent battery SOCs, and two dierent PRBS
discharging current amplitudes, exactly at C-rate C/4, and C/20. To test the lab-
oratory setup's repeatability, tests were repeated three times. Summing up, a large
number of EIS experiments are performed for each cell, collecting a large number of
impedance measurements. Room and battery surface temperature measurements
acquired, during EIS tests, reported the following values:
 Room temperature: mean value of 22◦C and a maximum and minimum value
of 23.5◦C and 20◦C.
 Battery surface temperature: mean value of 22◦C and a maximum and min-
imum value of 27◦C and 20◦C.
Results of the repeatability test had shown a very negligible variation of battery
impedance estimation. Therefore, the mean impedance value will be shown in
the next sections, when discussing of EIS data-set and data clustering. Finally,
the data-set of each cell under test is composed of 756 impedance measurements
in the dened frequency band. Concerning a single frequency investigated, the
data-set is composed of 12 impedance measurements, at various SOCs, and rate
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of discharge. Results obtained by ordinary coherence for EOL cells are shown in
Figure 4.14. It's inferable that there is a slight increase in ordinary coherence with
SOH decreasing. A complete view of the impedance points extracted for every
cell is depicted in Figure 4.15. It's noticeable, as mentioned in the literature, the
shift on the right of the impedance curve, which means an increase of the real part
of battery impedance. It means an increment of the ohmic resistance, a fact in
accordance with other literature observations [38]-[40]. Moreover, the increase of
the semi-ellipses arcs with aging is noticeable in Figure 4.15. It means an increment
of the charge transfer resistance [54] and the SEI resistance [55] with aging. Figure
4.15 denotes that the impedance curve of the new cell is an order of amplitude
dierent respect to the EOL cells. Moreover, the new cell is completely disjointed
with the EOL cell impedance curves. Therefore, using the EIS test, it is simple to
distinguish a new cell from the EOL cell by performed measurements of impedance.
Figure 4.14: Mean ordinary coherence estimated during EIS test for cells at dif-
ferent SOHs by using the excitation PRBS with discharging current amplitude of
(top) C/4 and (bottom) C/20
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Figure 4.15: Battery impedance measurement data-set in the frequency band
[4,1600] Hz, at various SOCs and PRBS discharging current amplitudes
4.4.2 Data clustering
Diagnosis and identication of the battery SOH are performed by using the EIS
test. The question remains as to whether there are frequency points in which bat-
tery impedance is evaluated in a well-disjointed range of measurement, carried out
at various operating conditions. In this work, the battery operating conditions
included in the data-set are the variation of battery SOC, the amplitude of the
discharge excitation current, and SOH. It's noticeable by Figure 4.15 that, in some
frequency points, there is the possibility to cluster disjointed area of impedance
measurements in the Nyquist diagram. An example is shown in Figure 4.16, con-
sidering the frequency measurement of 88.8 Hz. For every frequency, all the SOH
area clusters are dened in the Nyquist diagram enclosing the 12 impedance mea-
surements, by using rectangle geometry. Every rectangle's edge is dened by the
maximum and the minimum value of the real and imaginary part of impedance
measured, adding or subtracting an external factor:
σ(jω) = G0[(σreal,dataset + jσimag,dataset) + (σreal,instrument + jσimag,instrument)]
(4.11)
The value of the external factor corresponds to the sum of the following addends:
 The maximum variation (std) observed by the impedance measurements in
all the single frequency clusters (σreal,dataset + jσimag,dataset)
 The uncertainty of the laboratory setup shown in Figure 4.8, relative to the di-
ameter of the reference sample impedance (σreal,instrument+jσimag,instrument).
The gain factor G0 = 0.5 is considered in (4.11). Every rectangle's edge is ob-
tained by experimental impedance data acquired during EIS tests. As previously
mentioned, these tests are performed with a room temperature around [20,24]◦C.
Possible future development of impedance data collection is to perform EIS tests
at higher and lower temperatures, observing if it is necessary to extend the SOH
cluster's area.
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Figure 4.16: Battery impedance measurement data clustering at frequency 88.8 Hz
4.5 Results
4.5.1 Detection of SOH frequencies
In Section 4.3, it has been demonstrated that battery impedance can be fast mea-
sured. This action is realized by using the low-cost PRBS generator shown in
Figure 4.5 and laboratory test setup shown in Figure 4.8. A large number of EIS
experiments are performed on four EOL cells and described in Section 4.4. By
clustering the impedance measurements in rectangular areas, we can detect the
SOH frequencies. In these frequencies the SOH area clusters are disjointed, hence,
they are candidates as reliable SOH indicators. As noticeable in Figure 4.16, the
SOH clusters are disjointed if and only if there is no intersection between real-
axis or between imaginary-axes of rectangles. The EIS measurements were carried
out at dierent battery operating conditions, hence SOC variations [0,100]% and
PRBS current C-rate amplitudes variations (C/4, C/20). The SOH clusters are
dened for each frequency measured and cited in Table 4.3. The results obtained
have demonstrated that it is not possible to highlight a SOH frequency in which
the imaginary-axes of SOH clusters are disjointed and real-axes not. Indeed, as
demonstrated by some research work in literature [38][40], the real impedance mea-
surement is usually exploited to detect battery aging dened. The total number of
SOH frequencies detected is 3 than 61 frequencies measured, in the band [4,1600]
Hz. The SOH frequencies and the corresponding SOH clusters are shown in Table
4.4 and Figure 4.17. It's inferable that there is a noticeable variation of battery
impedance measurement at dierent SOH in the three frequencies measured in the
band [53.8,88.8] Hz, by using the 500 Hz PRBS. In this rst result, all the EIS
experiments were considered. In the next section, new SOH frequency bands are
detected by ltering experimental data.
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Figure 4.17: Detection of the SOH frequencies, illustrating the real impedance
measurements for the dierent aged cells enclosed by disjointed area clusters.
4.5.2 Detection of SOH frequencies by ltering data
SOH cluster's areas change when ltering the EIS experiment. Hence, the number
of SOH frequencies detected could be changed. The analysis of the clusters is
carried out by considering 4 dierent types of EIS experiment ltering:
 Case (a): EIS experiments in the SOC interval [20ö80]% (impedance mea-
surements at extreme of SOC values are less reliable).
 Case (b): EIS experiments with PRBS current of discharge amplitude of
C/20 (response with low currents).
 Case (c):: EIS experiments with PRBS current of discharge amplitude of
C/4 (response with high currents).
 Case (d): EIS experiments in the SOC interval [20ö80]%, with PRBS cur-
rent of discharge amplitude of C/4 (best condition, high current, reliable SOC
values).
The SOH frequencies are detected by ltering data, according to the four dierent
case studies, and are shown in Table 4.4. The corresponding SOH clusters obtained
in the SOH frequencies are shown in Figure 4.18. Results obtained in the case (a)
conrm the detection of the same SOH frequency band observed in the previous
analysis. Moreover, a new frequency band is detected: [4,24] Hz, measured by us-
ing the 50 Hz PRBS. These last results conrm that, as cited in the literature [40],
and shown in Figure 4.13, impedance measurements drastically change their value
when the EIS test is performed at the extreme of battery SOC. Hence, removing
these data, impedance measurements are closes to them. Referring to the case (b),
the SOH frequency band becomes larger ([54,125] Hz) than the case (a). Never-
theless, the SOH frequency band [4,24] Hz disappears due to the consideration of
the impedance measurements at the extreme of SOC.
Generally, the impedances measured in the cases (a) and (b) are not very close to
them. Indeed the power spectral of PRBS excitation signal with C/20 current am-
plitude is low. Considering this case, it's noticeable that voltage output observed is
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more aected by noise, decreasing the coherence spectra results, as shown in Figure
4.14. Hence impedance measurements are less reliable. This deduction is conrmed
by the case (c): increasing the power of the PRBS excitation signal until C/4, the
impedance measurements in the SOH frequencies, are very close to them, as shown
in Figure 4.18. It's noticeable that all frequencies measured by using 50 Hz and
500 Hz PRBS become a good indicator of battery SOH. Moreover, the new SOH
frequency band [461,922] Hz extracted by the 4 kHz PRBS is detected. Finally, re-
sults obtained in the case (d) demonstrate that all the frequency measured become
as SOH frequencies. This last case, considering only the impedance measurements
at the SOC in [20ö80]% and high current excitation, could be an acceptable con-
straint for EIS measurements in real-time applications. Usually, battery packs are
used with a reduced DOD (not 100%), prolonging their lifetime. Moreover, all the
EIS tests consumed less than 1% of battery SOC. As it is well observable from
Figure 8-10, the clustering of the impedance measurements allows us to determine
the SOH directly. The experimental EIS tests allowed to dene each SOH clus-
ter region in an appropriate range of impedance measurement (real or imaginary
part). For every single SOH frequency detected, the SOH clusters are disjointed
between them. Hence, it's possible to assess SOH with low computational eorts
by performing the fast EIS test in one of the SOH frequency bands detected.
Figure 4.18: Detection of the SOH frequencies, ltering data: (a) SOC in [20ö80]%;
(b) xed C-rate C/20; (c) xed C-rate C/4; (d) SOC in [20ö80]% and xed C-rate
C/4
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The object of this PhD work was the evaluation of all those techniques that can
contribute to a more ecient and sustainable industrial use of batteries. The issue
of this research involves several elds. First of all the modeling and the analysis
of the electrical short and long term time behavior of a lithium battery including
aging phenomena. The second aspect is the individuation and the development of
new methodologies to estimate battery state of charge (SOC) in a short term time
and state of health (SOH) over longer time horizons.
In this research I started from the denition of electrical battery models updated
to the latest state of the art: rstly by introducing hysteresis models to represent
battery voltage behaviors (Chapter 2 and 3); secondly by introducing electrical
models, in the frequency domain, made up by fractional-order circuits (Section
2.4); nally, by dening a performance model of automotive EOL battery, ready
for a second use in less demanding applications, such as stationary applications
(Chapter 2). In literature, there is a lack of reliable and accurate second life bat-
tery model. The second life battery model was build in Simulink and validated by
experimental tests. This performance model will be useful to the automotive com-
panies and research departments to assess the applicability of second-life batteries
from BEV into stationary applications.
Regarding the second topic of this PhD thesis, the development of new methodolo-
gies to predict battery SOC and SOH, analysis, design, and results obtained are
shown in Chapter 3 and 4. Concerning the rst one, this PhD work has compared
dierent types of algorithms for SOC estimation, based on Kalman ltering (KF)
techniques, dierent denitions of modeling, and parametrizations of the battery.
The robustness of proposed algorithms is investigated exhaustively by introducing
additive measurement errors or troubles related to implementation, such as re-
duced sampling frequency, and uncertain or wrong initialization of estimated SOC.
In this way, it's possible to give a complete overview of the consequences in terms
of performances and robustness of dierent estimation techniques. Between the
proposed algorithms aligned with the most recent state of art, the SOC estimator
based on KF with recursive least square with forgetting factor (RLSFF) and the
addition of hysteresis model represents a novel methodology. The hysteresis prop-
erty included in the voltage model helps the battery model to nd a robust voltage
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estimate, fundamental to obtain an accurate SOC estimate. By experimental tests,
it's noticeable that the introduction of the hysteresis property inside the battery
model reduces the KF time convergence. Also considering the response to noise,
results on SOC estimation have shown that the addition of the hysteresis model
improves KF performance. Finally, the RLSFF has demonstrated reduced SOC
estimation time convergence and much more exibility. Indeed RLSFF technique
requires fewer calibration data, typically not available from the manufacturer and
obtainable only through ad hoc experimental tests. Besides, it also requires a re-
duction of memory than oine methods.
The last contribution of this PhD thesis was the development of a battery SOH diag-
nosis addressed for embedded systems and industrial applications. It was demon-
strated that the EIS technique is a powerful method to investigate the SOH of
lithium batteries. The proposed methodology aims at detecting battery SOH us-
ing fast impedance measurements by EIS tests. The chosen excitation signal plays a
key role in dening the complexity and consequently the industrial applicability of
the proposed EIS test. The PBRS excitation signal has proven to be a good solution
for possible industrial applications, thanks to its simplicity in hardware and soft-
ware implementation. Experimental tests have veried that it's possible to generate
the PRBS signal with relatively cheap hardware to perform accurate impedance
measurements of the battery. In literature, EIS tests are typically performed with
more expensive and specialized facilities. Finally, EIS tests are performed on EOL
automotive cells. Results conrm the existence of specic frequency bands candi-
date as a reliable and robust indicator of the SOH, depending on several operating
conditions of the battery. Clustering impedance measurements in SOH regions al-
lowed to detect these frequencies and correlate SOH with cell impedance with low
computational eorts.
All the approaches proposed and the results obtained have been specically eval-
uated in terms of real-time applicability on low-cost hardware in ways that make
a protable industrial implementation possible. In particular, this work has been




The second-life battery model presented in Chapter 2 could be used to investigate
their applicability to real industrial applications. In particular, it's important to
understand if second-life batteries give in output a nal credit value in terms of
economic and environmental impact with respect to the use of a beginning of life
lithium or lead-acid battery. Preliminary work is reported in [98] and in [102].
Regarding the proposed SOH diagnostic method, one of the possible future de-
velopment is the implementation of impedance data post-processing in one of the
CPU cores of the TI board. Moreover, this methodology could be embedded in
the state-of-art battery charging systems. The idea consists of performing EIS
tests during the CC charging on the battery. The EIS test duration time would
be only 1 minute. Charging excitation signal is the 500 Hz PRBS of current level
[Iconst,Iconst − IPRBS ]. In this way, during every battery charging event, there
is the possibility to monitor battery SOH without energy consumption and the
addition of cheap hardware components. Preliminary work is reported in [122],
where the EIS test, characterized by PRBS excitation technique, is implemented
on-board of a wireless charging system for BEVs.
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